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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The North Terminal Area, including all of Charlestown,
parts of Cambridge and Somerville, and the northwestern
edge of the Boston Central Area, functions as the corridor
and terminal for all transportation facilities approach-
ing Boston from the north, northwest, and northeast. Al-
though transportation is such a dominant element in the
area, the facilities available to serve current needs are
neither adequate nor effectively used.

In addition to transportation problems, there are major
needs for renewal and rehabilitation of the entire area.
The North Terminal Area has not shared in the growth that
has occurred throughout Metropolitan Boston in recent
years. Neither public improvements nor private invest-
ments have taken place in adequate amounts to preserve
this area from ever increasing deterioration.

Several specific factors dictate the necessity of estab-
lishing a coordinated, comprehensive development plan for
the area. Interstate highway construction is imminent.
Urban renewal plans are being developed. Changes and
improvements in mass transportation are being considered.
Various arterial street and highway improvements are ur-
gently needed and are being developed.

The character and quality of the existing land uses, the
strategic location of the area, and the imperative need
to improve the transportation system reflect the nature
of the problems of the area, as well as the bases for the
potentials that can convert the area into a healthy con-
tribution to the society and the economy of Boston. The
lack of a comprehensive, coordinated development program
can only result in continued postponements of public im-
provements, a deterrent of private investments, and fur-
ther decay of the area.

Provided with the impetus of public investment, lands of
the North Terminal Area can undergo substantial change.
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The condition of the existing development makes change
relatively easy. The nature of the existing uses and the
location of the area provide the economic opportunity.

Of the non-residential lands, over 40 percent of the Study
Area is available for new development; more than 50 acres
are readily available and an additional 250 acres are po -

tentially available.

The role of the area includes

:

*A regional and metropolitan distribution center in-
volving transporting, storage, and trans-shipment of
freight by rail, truck and water.

•A residential community with a distinct identity and
character and provided with all of the amenities re-
quired for sound residential development.

"A regional transportation interchange serving as a

corridor for expressway and mass transportation facili-
ties to the Boston Central Area, interchange between
various travel paths throughout the metropolitan area,
and a transfer point between truck-rail-water-freight
carriers

.

•An historic and recreation center of both regional
and national importance, including revitalized Revo-
lutionary War sites and activities, and increased
development of waterfront lands.

Each of these roles exists today yet none is developed to
its maximum potential. The major changes then, are ex-
pansion and intensification within a framework of reorgan-
ization and renewal so that the area as a whole is streng-
thened economically and functionally, and is aesthetically
enhanced to improve the environment for each activity as
well as for the metropolitan area.

Over one-third of the total daily travel to and from Down-"*
town Boston occurs through the North Terminal Area. Nearly



as much travel between other sectors of the region also
passes through the area. Because of both Metropolitan
and Downtown development, movement through this major corri-
dor will increase by almost 20 percent over the next 15

years

.

Public transportation today carries only about one quarter
of the total travel through the area. Public transportation
facilities are old, functionally obsolete, and serve limited
areas. By contrast, given a highly improved quality and

quantity of service, mass transportation in the future could
serve from 35 percent to 40 percent of the travel through
the North Terminal Area into Downtown Boston. It is impera-
tive that transit be improved to meet these demands since

there is a practical limit above which streets and highways

cannot and should not be developed.

The demand for street and highway facilities is indicated

not only by existing congestion but also by the demands
for travel into and through the area which will occur as

pending regional highway construction approaches. By 1980,

over 350,000 vehicles a day will attempt to move into or

through the North Terminal Area. A major portion of this

traffic will be funneled across the Charles River to and

from Downtown and points south.

The solution to these transportation demands is the develop-

ment of a modern balanced system of mass transportation,

street, and highway facilities. Such a system is a neces-

sity to moving persons and goods swiftly and efficiently.

Equally important, the development of a coordinated trans-

portation system is required to allow renewal and redevel-

opment to successfully proceed in Charlestown and the rest

of the area. The recommended North Terminal Area Plan

contains the following key elements:

"Relocation of the Forest Hills-Everett rapid transit

main line from Main Street in Charlestown to an align-

ment through the railroad yards of the Boston and Maine

Railroad. The existing elevated structure over the

Charles River and through Charlestown should be demol-



ished . The line should ultimately be extended
along Boston and Maine Railroad trackage to Route
128 near Reading.

"The Lechmere trolley car operation should be aban-
doned and the elevated structure removed between North
Station and Lechmere terminal. Existing service
should turn back at North Station; bus service to
Lechmere terminal should be diverted to new stations
along the Forest Hills-Everett line. Eventually
rapid transit service should be extended to either
North Cambridge and Arlington, or Winchester and
Woburn along Boston and Maine Railroad right-of-way.

'Interstate Route 93, Mystic River Toll Bridge (Inter-
state Route 95) , the Inner Belt in Cambridge, and the
Central Artery should all be interconnected via an
east-west leg of the Inner Belt.

'a new bridge is proposed across the Charles River be-
tween City Square and Leverett Circle with major con-
nections to be provided between this bridge and the
east-west link of the Inner Belt.

"Rutherford Avenue is proposed to be relocated and
improved from southeast of Sullivan Square to south
of City Square. The route should be connected to the
existing Charlestown Bridge plus a new bridge proposed
in conjunction with the Warren Avenue Dam, with these
bridges intended to operate as one-way facilities.

'The City Square street system including Chelsea and
Water Streets, and ramps between the Mystic River
Bridge and Central Artery, should be significantly
modified. The ramps between surface streets and
the Central Artery to the south should be removed,
with traffic intended to follow the improved arterial
streets to the new Char lestown-Warren Avenue Bridge
System.

'Major improvements along Northern Artery including a

grade separation at Prison Point Bridge-Memorial Drive,
and extensive revisions to Leverett Circle are proposed,



"Prison Point Bridge should be rebuilt and provided
with more efficient connections to both Memorial
Drive and to relocated Rutherford.

The traversing of the Charlestown residential area
is to be eliminated through revisions to the street
pattern within the areas as well as the up-grading
and relocation of parts of both Medford and Ruther-
ford. The new pattern of routes will take the form
of a perimeter around the residential area.

The transportation improvements recommended in the North
Terminal Area will cost 88 million dollars over a period
of 15 years. The financing program calls for the Federal
government to contribute approximately two- thirds of this
cost; the remaining one-third must be the responsibility
of state, metropolitan, and municipal agencies.

The interstate highway routes are the most costly improve-
ments in the program, totaling over 45 million dollars.
Of this, the Federal government will contribute 90 percent
and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 10 percent. Rapid
transit relocations and improvements will cost almost 22

million dollars. It is proposed that two- thirds of the
expenditures be financed by the Federal Housing and Home
Finance Agency through the Boston Redevelopment Authority's
Charlestown and North Station Renewal Projects. The re-
maining one-third is a responsibility of the Metropolitan
Transit Authority. About 2 million dollars are allocated
to arterial street and highway improvements, to be admin-
istered and financed by various local and federal agencies.
These include the Boston Redevelopment Authority (with the
responsibility for over 3 million dollars of construction)
Massachusetts Port Authority (Approximately 2.5 million
dollars) , and the Metropolitan District Commission (about
9.5 million dollars). Of the program costs assigned the
Metropolitan District Commission, the largest proportion
is for improvements that can be deferred until after 1970.

The investment of these public funds for the recommended
transportation facilities will eventually result in total



public and private expenditures of over 200 million
dollars for urban renewal, housing, industrial develop-
ment, river bank improvements, and similar facilities.
These opportunities for the North Terminal Area can only
be realized however, through adoption of the comprehensive
improvement program, and continued coordination by all
agencies involved.



PART I

INTRODUCTION

Throughout the country today, the need for adequate systems
of transportation in urban areas is becoming more serious.
At the same time, the inter-relationships between increas-
ingly complex transportation facilities and land use are
becoming ever more critical.

The Boston Metropolitan Area is no exception to this situ-
ation and in no other portion of the Boston Metropolitan
Area are these needs and problems more acute than in the
so called North Terminal Area. The North Terminal Area
may be generally defined as that portion of the Boston
Metropolitan Area centered in the Charlestown section of
the City of Boston and including parts of the cities of
Cambridge and Some rvi lie. More specifically, the North
Terminal Area is bounded by the Mystic River, Boston Harbor,
Causeway Street, Leverett Circle, Charles River Dam, North-
ern Artery (Monseignor O 'Brien-Monseignor McGrath Highways)

,

the location of the proposed Inner Belt Highway, and the
Boston-Somerville city limits

-

There is a definite need to focus attention on this portion
of the Boston Metropolitan Area in view of pending Inter-
state Highway construction as well as proposed urban rede-
velopment programs. These factors, plus the solution of
public transportation problems and other street and highway
needs, dictate the necessity of comprehensive planning.
Only through such an approach can transportation planning,
highway design, and urban development and redevelopment be
coordinated so as to insure maximum community benefits.

Background

Recognizing the importance of integrated planning involving
all forms of transportation as well as land development



and redevelopment, a number of agencies in the Boston Metro-
politan Area agreed that it would be in the public interest
to jointly undertake a coordinated study. The agencies
involved in this decision were:

Boston and Maine Railroad
Boston Redevelopment Authority
City of Cambridge
Massachusetts Department of Public Works
Massachusetts Port Authority
Mass Transportation Commission
Metropolitan District Commission
Metropolitan Transit Authority

As a means of guiding the proposed study, the North Termi-
nal Area Policy Committee was formed, with representation
from each of the participating agencies and with Mayor
John F. Collins of the City of Boston as Chairman. To
further insure close working relationships, the North Ter-
minal Area Technical Committee was created and made respofi-
sible to the Policy Committee. To the technical Committee
was assigned the initial responsibility of developing a

program for the proposed study, and the continuing respon-
sibility of coordination and review of all its technical
aspects

.

Scope and Organization of the Study

The North Terminal Area Study as developed includes the
review, analysis, general planning, and preliminary design
of all relevant factors required to formulate a comprehen-
sive plan of transportation facilities and related land
development for the area.

More specifically, five end results are forthcoming from
the study. These include:

1. Compilation of related transportation - land
use objectives and generalized plans.

2. Development of both existing and future



traffic flow patterns and general assignments to
streets, highways, and mass transit facilities.

3. Development of a comprehensive street and highway
plan recognizing both traffic needs and land
development.

4. Determination of engineering feasibility and
preliminary cost estimates of street and
highway proposals.

5. Development of a mass transportation plan,
including general design, engineering feasibility,
and preliminary cost estimates.

To complete this assignment, three consultants were chosen,
The consultants and their general study responsibilities
are :

Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc., of Evanston,
Illinois; land use analysis, transportation
analysis and planning, and highway and
primary street geometric design.

Alfred Benesch and Company, of Chicago, Illinois;
highway and street engineering, and attendant
cost estimates.

Colonel S. H. Bingham, of New York City, New York;
mass transit engineering and design, and
attendant cost estimates.

In addition, Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc. was assigned
the responsibility of formulating the final report based
on data, information and materials supplied by each of the
other consultants as well as the Project Director.



Regional Setting and Area Problems

The North Terminal Area has characteristics that make it
unlike any other urban area in the United States. These
characteristics create its problems as well as the great
prospects that this area can have in the future. Outstand-
ing of these features are location of the area, its geog-
raphy and topographic pattern, type of land use, and the
age and physical condition of existing area development.

Because of the proximity of central Boston to the study
area, as well as the configuration of the Charles and
Mystic Rivers and Boston Harbor, a variety of regional
travel movements are channeled through the Area. For
example , much of the movement between the growing suburbs
of Metropolitan Boston and the Central Area must pass
through the North Terminal Area. Similiarly much of the
north-south movement within the Metropolitan Area, if it

is to avoid traversing Downtown Boston, must be channeled
through the Study Area.

As may be seen in Figure 1, a good many of the regional
transportation facilities either already pass through the
North Terminal Area or are presently planned in the Area.
These facilities include major streets and highways, rapid
transit routes and rail lines. The extent to which the
Area must serve as a corridor creates a problem of physi-
cally accommodating so many transportation facilities.

Being able to capitalize on this focusing of transportation
facilities, however, is a worthwhile prospect.

The age and condition of existing land development and the
current degree of general neglect apparent in the North
Terminal Area is similarly both a problem and a prospect.
Charlestown housing areas are old and often dilapidated.
Both the industrial areas along the Mystic River and Boston
Harbor and the railroad yards south of Charlestown are old
and inefficient by modern-day standards. On the other hand,

such factors as age, dilapidation, and technical obsoles-
cence open the door to extensive renewal and redevelopment
possibilities in the area.
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A number of specific conditions have a vital effect on the

Area. The combination of only a few of these factors would
justify the undertaking of a North Terminal Area Study; yet
all of the factors shown in Figure 2 relate to the Area.
This extensive number of conditions, problems, and factors
may be summarized in the following categories:

Major highway improvements including both the

iminent construction of Interstate Route 93

approaching the Study Area from the northwest, and

the proposed construction of the Inner Belt route
connecting with the Mystic River Bridge-Central
Artery and extending west and south through the

Study Area into Cambridge.

Proposed conservation, renewal, and redevelopment
programs such as the Charlestown Renewal Program,

the Linwood-Joy Redevelopment Area, the West End
Project, the Government Center Area, and North
Station Area.

Improvements along the Charles River including
the proposed dam and bridge in the vicinity of

Warren Avenue, the desired up-grading of the

Charles River shore line, and possible expansion
of the Science Museum facilities.

Public transportation factors such as possible
extensions of M.T.A. rapid transit service to

Reading and to Alewife Brook Parkway, reduction
of railroad commuter service, and desired removal
of the obsolete and blighting elevated M.T.A.
structures at North Station and through Charlestown.

Changes involving various railroad lands and

facilities and including the possible elimination
of rail service into North Station, extensive
reductions in the amount of land needed for

railroad yards in Charlestown, and the apparent
demands for additional land to be devoted to

industrial and commercial uses.





other factors involving major streets and highways
such as the need to rebuild the Prison Point Bridge

,

reduction of the congestion at Leverett Circle, a

solution to the congestion and disorganization at

City Square, and the relationship between Sullivan
Square, Rutherford Avenue, and Alford Street.

The extreme congestion which will develop if the

currently proposed Interstate system consisting of
1-93 and the Inner Belt is connected to the Central
Artery leading to Downtown Boston, is of special con-
cern. As shown in Figure 3, these routes plus the

Mystic Bridge will be potentially capable of deliver-
ing 150,000 vehicles a day to the Central Artery
Bridge over the Charles River, yet the capacity of

this bridge is limited under the best of conditions
to 90,000 vehicles a day. Under existing conditions
(Case I) , the six-lane Central Artery Bridge with a

potential daily capacity of 120,000 vehicles is

limited by the existing four-lane connector between
the bridge and the Mystic River Toll Bridge. In Case

II , the six-lane Central Artery Bridge is limited to

a capacity of 90,000, because of the very heavy
weaving movements which will occur between Inner Belt-

Central Artery traffic and Mystic Bridge-Storrow
traffic. In Case III, even if these weaves are

eliminated, the six-lane Central Artery Bridge is

limited to 80,000-90,000 vehicles per day because of

the amount of traffic moving between the Storrow
Drive connection and Central Artery to the south.

Conditions Guiding the Study

The Boston Metropolitan Area of the future will be, as it

is today, the product of many decisions by governmental
agencies, corporations, and individuals. This is true also

of the North Terminal Area especially since this area is so

strongly linked to the entire Metropolitan Area. Therefore

it has been necessary to set forth various conditions re-

flecting probable future decisions on transportation and

land development both within the study area and beyond.
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These conditions which have been used to guide the North
Terminal Area Study have been prescribed by various partici-
pating agencies from time to time as the study has proceeded.
They include the following:

Regarding transportation planning -

Controls were specified for the location,
design, and construction of Interstate
Route 93 as it enters the study area from
the northwest.

An Inner Belt expressway route through
Cambridge and intersecting the boundary of
the study area was similarly given as a control.

The extension of M.T.A. rapid transit
facilities from the Charlestown area to

Maiden and/or Reading was to be considered.

The eventual construction of M.T.A. rapid
transit facilities westerly to Alewife in
North Cambridge or beyond was also to be
considered. Such an extension could traverse
the study area.

Recognition was to be given to the possibility
that railroad service would eventually be
discontinued into North Station. Also,
significant future reductions in Boston and
Maine Railroad trackage in the North
Terminal Area was to be considered.

Extensive capital investments in existing
transportation facilities such as the Mystic
River Bridge, the Central Artery, Storrow
Drive connection, the Northern Artery, and

Sullivan Square were to be incorporated as
much as possible into any forthcoming plans.

10



Regarding land planning and development -

It was given that nearly all of Charlestown
will be subject to renewal , with rehabilita-
tion of much of the area, and clearance and
redevelopment of more blighted sections.
Further, both the M.T.A. elevated line along
Main Street in Charlestown and the Lechmere
elevated line ought to be removed because
of their blighting effect on land use and
their functional obsolescence.

Both economic demand and public policy were
given to justify a more intensive use of
much of the land in the North Terminal Area.
This increased development of land should be
commercial - industrial in nature.

A new dam and set of locks constructed on
the Charles River in the general vicinity
of the Warren Avenue Bridge was specified.

The extension of esthetic development of the
Charles River Basin into the North Terminal
Area was suggested. To the extent possible,
all transportation plans and land develop-
ment schemes should not only permit but
should enhance such treatment of the Charles
River

.

Land redevelopment and circulation plans
proposed as a part of the Government Center
Project were to be recognized in development
of plans for the North Terminal Area.

Any discussion of such factors to guide the study must
include the question of access to the Boston Central Area,
As shown in Figure 4, several possibilities exist for
handling those people who use private vehicular transpor-
tation to reach Downtown Boston.

11
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Under existing conditions, because of topography
and present street and highway patterns, there is
an undesirable concentration of access along one
side of the Central Area. In this case there is
major dependency on the Central Artery and its
connections from Storrow Drive. (The dominance of
this movement is also pointed up by the magnitude
of traffic flow from northbound Storrow to south-
bound Central Artery, and the revers.e.)

An alternate to the existing situation would be a

more equal distribution of traffic entering the
Central Area through the North Terminal Area as
shown. Here, by using a different roadnet, access
could be distributed on both the east and west
sides of the Central Area. The important require-
ments of such a system include orienting highway
facilities in Charlestown less completely towards
the Central Artery, improving access and parking
along the west side of the Central Business
District, and minimizing the Storrow-Central
Artery connection so as to reduce the "looping"
movement of traffic to and from the south.

'a third alternate would be to retain the pattern
of traffic concentration on the north side of the
Central Area, but then to provide massive parking
facilities in the vicinity of North Station and
a special passenger distribution system leading
to the core of the Central Area. For example,
it is conceivable that ramps could be developed
which would connect directly from both the Central
Artery and Storrow Drive into such a parking
complex. People who came to Downtown Boston by
auto might then be carried into the core of the
Central Area from the parking terminal via some
form of virtually continuous shuttle or pedestrian
conveyor

.

The fourth alternate shown would remove some of
the traffic destined for the Central Area from
the North Terminal Area altogether. For example.
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this alternate might involve an extension of Route 2

across Cambridge and the Charles River directly into
the Central Area. This would eliminate the routing
of much traffic over the Inner Belt and through the

North Terminal Area.

Upon review of these alternate situations, the circulation
concept involving more equal vehicular distribution was
recognized as most logical and practical, and was prescribed
as a working assumption.

One last major condition was set forth to guide the study.

This had to do with the analysis of traffic demands on both

the street and highway system and on transit facilities.

As specified in the contract documents governing the study,

all travel requirements including pattern, magnitude, and

mode were to be extracted from existing reports and studies.

No significant degree of new data was to be collected for

the purposes of this study. The source material which was

therefore made available and which has been analyzed through

a process of cross checking, balancing, and reconciliation
includes the following:

Master Highway Plan for the Boston Metropolitan Area ,

prepared for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts by
Charles A. Maguire and Associates, 1948.

Cordon Count for Downtown Boston , prepared by the

Boston Traffic Commission, 1954.

Report on Traffic Studies for the Boston Metropolitan
Area , prepared for the Massachusetts Department of

Public Works, by Coverdale and Colpitts , 1957.

Report Regarding the Proposed Stuart Street Subway
and Extension and Alterations to Existing Subways ,

prepared for the Metropolitan Transit Authority by
DeLeuw Cather and Company, 1958.

Report Regarding Proposed Subway Facilities Required
to Meet Additional Loads From the Prudential and

Government Center Projects , prepared by the M.T.A.

Engineering Department, 1959.
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A General Plan for the Central Business District
,

prepared by the Boston City Planning Board, 1960,

Travel in the Boston Region , 1959-1980 , three
volumes prepared by the Seminar Research Bureau
of Boston College, 1960-1961.
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PART II

LAND USE ANALYSIS

Although the objectives of this phase of the North Terminal
Area Study are, by assignment, quite limited, nevertheless
they are very important, and quite properly a part of the
Study.

The objectives of the land use analysis are:

1. To provide information about current and probable
future land use that can be used to guide the de-
sign of transportation systems and facilities.

2. To define major land use planning areas that should
be respected wherever possible in the designation
of major transportation route alignments and access
facilities

.

3. To develop general principles for the use of major
portions of the Study Area, that, if followed
would assure protection and optimum use of major
public and private investments and resources in
the area.

4. To outline possible land uses and development
actions for the various portions of the Area, that
reflect the general principles and objectives rec-
ommended .

Method of Analysis

The land planning phase is not to be considered as fulfill-
ment of the comprehensive "general neighborhood renewal plan'
required and intended for a major part of the Study Area.
Rather, the scope of this study includes primarily a survey
and analysis of existing land development patterns.
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The bases for the land use analysis included a review of
available reports on social and economic trends within the
Study Area, in particular, and the Boston Metropolitan
Area, in general. Existing or proposed plans and programs
for industrial, commercial, residential, and public devel-
opments in or near the study area were reviewed, along
with plans for transportation facilities. This involved
both conferences with agencies active in planning Metro-
politan Boston, and field surveys of the Study Area to gain
a first-hand working knowledge of the Area.

All information thus obtained was studied and analyzed to-
gether with information regarding traffic generation, de-
sign standards, and locational criteria for potential land
uses to determine those uses feasible within the Study Area
and the conditions of their feasibility.

Preliminary analysis of land use data provided a basis for
arriving at general goals and objectives for land develop-
ment. These in turn were revised and refined according to
related goals and objectives for transportation facilities
until an integration of the two was achieved. (it is sig-
nificant to note that the Boston Redevelopment Authority
played an important part in this process.)

Based on these integrated goals and objectives, alternative
land use plans were formulated that identified the suita-
bility of potentially available lands within the Study
Area for new or enlarged uses and that delineated major land
use planning areas to be considered in the location and
design of major transportation and access facilities.

Factors Affecting Land Use

Physical Features

The Study Area is unique in both boundary and relief. It

is roughly rectangular in shape , and surrounded on two
sides by the Charles and Mystic Rivers that separate it

from the remainder of Boston. Channels, quays, and rivers
penetrate the outer edges of this area to create jagged,
separated parcels of land near its periphery.
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Charlestown which was once surrounded by water or marsh,
is now a virtual island of high density residential land
surrounded by low flat areas of land fill occupied by port
facilities, rail yards, warehouses, and manufacturing.
Low-lands only a few feet above mean sea level surround
the residential area built on a ridge lying at an eleva-
tion of 80 to 100 feet- These two distinct topographic
areas are diverse in their subsoil characteristics, the
high -land being quite suitable for heavy building, whereas
the low-land cannot easily accommodate such construction.

Hence , topography and sub-soil conditions have and probably
will continue to strongly influence the use of specific
areas. Nevertheless, current construction methods and
earth-moving equipment allow a wider range of uses than
ever before. Thus, it is now possible that public poli-
cies may change the physical features and use of the area
to a considerable extent, e.g.: in the filling of parts of
the Little Mystic Channel, Millers River, and Lechmere
Canal, as well as adjusting the shorelines of the Charles
and Mystic Rivers

.

Existing Land Use Conditions

The Study Area and its environs include a wide range of
land uses. (See Figure 5.) Outside the Charlestown resi-
dential area bordered by Main, Medford, and Chelsea streets,
industry is the predominant land use. The industries con-
sist mainly of ship yards, railroad yards, candy factories,
and distributive facilities. Industrial uses virtually iso-
late the residential community and have greatly affected
the desirability of Charlestown as a place in which to
live .

The transitional area between residential and industrial
lands, and bounded by Main, Rutherford, and City Square,
contains an unsightly and haphazard mixture of many uses

,

including residential, commercial, industrial, public,
and significant portions of vacant land.

The elevated railway passing through the middle of Charles-
town is a major blight-causing element. The railway has
a reputation for unsightliness , noise, dirt, and traffic
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conflict, and it is quite incompatible with adjoining
residential areas. Its influence has been most strongly
felt in the strip between Main and heavily traveled Ruther-
ford where mixed uses, blighted conditions, and vacant par-
cels are most prevalent.

Within the residential community itself are many historic
landmarks of national significance , including the Bunker
Hill Monument and several cemeteries dating back to the
Revolutionary War. In addition, the U.S.S. Constitution
is anchored between the Charlestown Bridge and the U.S.
Navy Yard and is a large tourist attraction.

Recent changes in land use have occurred primarily in the
Linwood-Joy industrial renewal area, bounded by Northern
Artery and the Boston and Maine Railroad, and on lands
within the Boston and Maine Railroad domain which have been
sold for re-use as truck oriented warehousing and distribu-
tive functions. Likewise, the Domino Sugar Refinery on
the Mystic River is a recent addition to the area. Another
recent change has been made by the Boston Sand and Gravel
Company, which has located new facilities on the mouth of
Millers River.

Much of the study area is in an advanced stage of deterior-
ation and obsolescence. Other areas are continually in

transition. This relatively low percentage of permanency
makes the area ripe for comprehensive renewal and reorgan-
ization. It also creates many potentials for new and im-
proved development.

Land Ownership

Two major land users--the Boston and Maine Railroad and
the U.S. Navy Yard--own a large portion of the Study Area.
These two interests occupy approximately one-third of the
entire area. In addition, the M.T.A., the Massachusetts
Port Authority and the City of Boston own scattered parcels
of land. Of the remaining private uses in the area, sugar
refineries, candy manufacturers, and scrap metal and lum-
ber yards along the Mystic River are prominent land holders.

Recent changes in land ownership tend to coincide with
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recent changes in land use. Most changes have occurred
long the outer edges of the Boston and Maine yards and
at Mystic Wharf, as a result of the railroad's program
of consolidation and industrial development.

Land Use Potentials

Land use potentials in the North Terminal Study Area are
dependent on the existing and future role of the Area with-
in the city and metropolitan region. Also, of major impor-
tance are the availability of land for new or improved
development and the suitability of land for specific ac-
tivities. Together these factors determine the limits
within which future land use plans may be formulated.

The Role of the North Terminal Area

Based on information obtained regarding regional and area-
wide economic trends , the roles of the North Terminal Area
in New England and the Boston Metropolitan Area are varied
and, in fact, seemingly in conflict. At the same time,
it is a focal point for the movement of people and goods
throughout the city, region and nation, and yet it is a

residential community with a population and character all
its own. Its future roles may not differ greatly from
present roles; rather it appears that each should be made
to function with greater efficiency and with less conflict
with others.

Desired and probable future roles to be performed by the
Area are

:

1. A regional and metropolitan distribution center ,

taking advantage of . . . . .

the established investments in the area, e.g.:
railroad, port and terminal facilities.

'a location near the metropolitan "center of grav-
ity."

a location to be served by an outstanding network
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of highways and mass transit facilities.

*a location in proximity to the bulk of rail freight
(including piggy-back) destinations, e.g.: down-
town Boston, central area industries and warehouses,
institutions, redevelopment areas requiring bulk
construction materials, and high density housing.

2. A residential community with a distinct identity
and character, containing ......

'a wider range of income groups and housing types
than now exist.

'improved public facilities, e.g., recreation, schools
police and fire protection, etc.

'rehabilitated area of historic and architectural
value

.

"internal vehicular and pedestrian systems discour-
aging through vehicular movement.

3. A regional transportation interchange , including

a corridor for regional expressways, and a focal
point for the interchange of vehicular traffic
destined for the central business district or
other points throughout the region.

'the transfer of vehicles from major expressways
to surface routes leading to Boston, Charlestown,
Cambridge, and Somerville.

'the transfer of passengers from motor vehicles to
mass rapid transit before entering the central
business district.

"the transition point between rail and truck, water
and rail, or water and truck modes of transport.

4. A concentration of industries related to .... .
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the processing of bulk materials, e.g.: food,
wood, milk, chemicals, arriving by one form of
transportation and leaving as finished products
by another.

'the maintenance of naval vessels and equipment.

the technical research and development resources
of nearby institutions , industries and commerce

,

e.g., M.I.T., Harvard, food processing industries
and the central business district.

5. A commercial center for

the Charlestown community, including all community
supporting sales and services but not including
major activities readily accessible in the central
business district or regional shopping centers.

specialized activities, commercial and recreational
associated with the North Station complex, river-
front development, and Charlestown historical de-
velopment.

transit-stop shopping, service and parking facili-
ties.

A civic -cultural -historic area of national im-
portance , including

an expanded Science Museum and other possible re-
gional cultural activities.

a continuation of Charles River bank and waterway
development to the proposed new Waterfront and

Harbor development.

*a revitalization of historic Revolutionary War
sites and activities, e.g., U.S.S. Constitution,
Bunker Hill, cemeteries, battle grounds, etc.

Each of these roles for the North Terminal Area exists
today, yet none is developed to its maximum potential.
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There is little reason to anticipate major changes in
roles for the future. There is, however, every reason
for optimism that each of the roles may be expanded and
intensified within a framework of reorganization and re-
newal, such that the area as a whole is strengthened econ-
omically and functionally, and is aesthetically enhanced
to improve the environment for each activity and for the
metropolitan area as a whole

.

Land Availability

Given a potential for development and improvement, the ease
or difficulty with which development may be achieved is
determined to a considerable extent by the availability
of land. Figure 6 identifies the general conditions under
which lands in the North Terminal Area may become available
for new or improved development. These lands are classified
as :

1. Readily available --lands which are currently va-
cant and for sale (e.g. , lands of the Boston and
Maine Railroad) and lands which may be easily
cleared and made available for new uses (e.g.:
Mystic Wharf and Prison Point)

.

2. Potentially available --lands which may be avail-
able for new development under certain conditions
such as :

'the need for new public facilities (e.g., banks
of Charles River or highway rights-of-way)

.

'urban renewal through public -private cooperation
(e.g., Charlestown industrial and neighborhood
areas.)

private decisions for change (e.g., relocation
of Boston and Maine classification yards or M.T.A.
maintenance yards.)

"reallocation of use by present user (e.g., reuse
of North Station area by the Boston and Maine or
use of public open space for new public housing.)
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3. Unavailable --lands which are substantially devel-
oped and will probably remain in existing use for
many years

.

Excluding the Charlestown residential neighborhood, over
40 percent of the Study Area is available for new develop-
ment; more than 50 acres are readily available and an addi-
tional 250 acres are potentially available. Thus, lands
for renewal or reuse are plentiful and provide an outstand-
ing opportunity for revitalization of the Area

.

Land Suitability

The suitability of lands available for development is a

major determinant of how that land may best be used and
which role it may best fulfill. Land suitability is de-
pendent on topographic and subsoil conditions, relation-
ship to adjacent uses, accessibility and relationship to
transportation facilities, and size of parcels.

General Land Use Recommendations

Basic Principles and Objectives

The following principles and objectives are recommended
guides to formulating land use plans:

General :

1. Industrial and commercial activities should be
separated from residential areas by use of topo-
graphy, landscaped buffer zones, or intermediate
buffer activities.

2. Similar activities should be organized into func-
tional areas large enough for adequate and effi-
cient site design, encouraging "planned districts'
of highest possible performance standards.

3. Functional areas should be located with regard
to transportation needs, accessibility, roadway
capacities, compatibility and space requirements.
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4. Activities should be located such that they are
not disrupted by through traffic and such that
they, in turn, do not create traffic conflicts
at strategic points in the transportation net-
work .

Specific

:

1. The area bounded by Main-Warren, Medford, and
Chelsea Streets should be planned as one unifed
neighborhood renewal area, emphasizing the im-
provement of residential areas, the restoration
of historical features, and the elimination of
through or non-resident traffic

.

2. Areas in the vicinity of Prison Point and Sulli-
van Square should be planned as high-density em-
ployment and residential centers adjacent to mass
transit stops; Sullivan Square could also act as
a focal point for commuter parking terminals.

3. M.T.A. facilities north of Sullivan Square should
be replaced with industrial activities in a "planned'
district, to include manufacturing and research
facilities

.

4. The area centered on the Boston and Maine Rail-
road yards should be planned as a major metro-
politan distributive center for rail-truck trans-
fer and storage ; the area should be divided into
sub-areas each providing a somewhat different
function and environment, such as a piggyback
transfer area, a major truck terminal, clusters
of small independent warehouses and medium to
low density manufacturing employment.

As part of this area, the rail classification
yards and exposed portion of Millers River should
be reclaimed for new development.

5. The Lechmere Canal and surrounding areas should
be reclaimed as an industrial research and de-
velopment center, including possible wholesale
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and high performance light manufacturing of rela-
tively high employment density.

6. Under-utilized land on Mystic Wharf should be
developed for water-rail transfer and storage
activities of relatively low density employment
and vehicular traffic generation.

7. The landscape treatment of Charles River Basin
should be extended to the proposed Warren Avenue
Dam, in a relatively narrow but intensively de-
veloped band connected to the Science Museum,
North Station and historic sites in Charlestown.

8. The area surrounding North Station should be de-
veloped as a center for commercial entertainment
and sports

.

9. Continuous pedestrian walk-ways connecting his-
toric sites and community facilities should be
provided throughout Charlestown.

10. The Little Mystic Channel and its adjacent banks
should be developed as a recreation area for

primary service to the Charlestown Community.

These principles have led to the formulation of combined
land use-transportation planning objectives indicated on
Figure 7

.

A Possible Land Use Plan

An illustrative land use plan for the development of the
North Terminal Area is shown in Figure 8. This plan is

based on the potentials, principles and objectives outlined
herein. However, it is schematic and flexible to permit
alternate proposals and variations in detailed design. -

Among possible major alternatives would be development of
the area between Prison Point Bridge and the Charles River
as a medium density research center. Another alternative
would be regional recreational or cultural activities,
whose peak traffic generation falls on weekends and
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evenings, at times when freeways and other transportation
facilities would have unused capacity.

The results of the land use analysis are not entirely re-
flected in this section of the report. As indicated ear-
lier, a major objective has been to provide information
that could be used in the design of transportation systems
and facilities. As a result, almost countless decisions
of alignment and geometric and structure design of proposed
transportation facilities have been made in the light of
and in respect to both facts and objectives of land use.

Beyond this, only general specifications for land develop-
ment in the area have been drawn. However, these are im-
portant, since the major decisions that they represent can
determine whether this prime , strategic part of the New
England Region can be renewed to serve a variety of im-
portant, perhaps even essential roles, or whether it will
continue to be an aggravating point of congestion, economic
and physical decline and an aesthetic eyesore.

Although prospective land use developments in the North
Terminal Area may not be as "dramatic" and "glamorous" as

in some other locations, the possibilities here offer a

tremendous chance to create sound and lasting values for

Charlestown resLdeats, for the City of Boston, and for the

entire New England region.
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PART III

TRANSPORTATION NEEDS

In developing a transportation plan for the North Terminal
Area, it has been necessary to review the gross transpor-
tation needs of not only the Area itself, but more impor-
tantly, the needs for transportation facilities through
the Area. More specifically, in order to allow planning
to proceed, transportation requirements must be expressed
in the following terms:

'Travel patterns indicating general origins and des-
tinations .

General assignment to mode of transportation, i.e.,
mass transportation or highway facilities.

Both existing' and future transportation needs.

To determine the transportation requirements, the following
procedure was used:

1. Previously prepared reports and studies dealing
with travel origins and destinations, travel vol-
umes, and travel assignments were reviewed and
analyzed.

2. Existing motor vehicle and mass transportation
traffic volumes and patterns were identified through
the analysis of existing volume counts.

3. Travel desires into and through the area in terms
of pattern, general order of magnitude, time period
(current and future) , and by various modes were
summarized by extracting data from existing source
material through a process of reasoning and recon-
ciliation.

4. The range and pattern of probable future travel
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generated by potential developments within the
Study Area was determined.

Existing Traffic and Transportation Flow

A partial measure of transportation requirements may be
obtained from an inspection of existing patterns of move-
ment. Figures 9 and 10 indicate the existing use of the
street and highway network, and mass transportation facili-
ties, respectively.

Analyses of movements on the streets and highways in the
Area disclose several significant facts:

Nearly all of the major routes focus either directly
or indirectly on the Central Area of Boston. Simil-
arly, most of the traffic found on these routes is
moving through the North Terminal Area and is Downtown
oriented.

The heaviest carriers are the Mystic Bridge—Central
Artery route, Storrow Drive, Northern Artery, and
part of Rutherford Avenue.

The focusing of traffic through Sullivan Square and
onto Rutherford Avenue is clearly indicated. Because
of capacity restrictions on Rutherford East of Prison
Point and because of congestion at City Square, much
of this traffic leaves Rutherford and follows Prison
Point Bridge and Charles River Dam into the Central
Area.

The concentration of traffic at Leverett Circle is
contributed by Northern Artery, Prison Point Bridge,
Storrow Drive, and connections to the Central Artery.
The extensive "looping" movement to and from the
south, via Storrow Drive and the Central Artery is a
major factor to be considered in developing any trans-
portation plan either for the North Terminal Area or
for the Central Area of Boston.

Although the traffic loads on such streets as Medford,
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Bunker Hill and Main appear to be relatively low when
compared with Rutherford or Northern Artery, the vol-
umes which these streets are carrying are excessively
high for local Charlestown streets.

A similar analysis of existing passenger flow on all transit
facilities including M.T.A. rapid transit, Boston and Maine
Railroad commuter service, and surface bus lines discloses
the following:

* By far the most heavily used facility is the Everett
branch of the M.T.A. rapid transit system. At the
heaviest point (between City Square Station and North
Station) this line carries over 75,000 persons a day.

By contrast the Lechmere rapid transit line carries
only 22,000 persons daily between North Station and
Lechmere Terminal.

Boston and Maine commuter railroad service handles
a daily total of only 20,500 passengers on its four
divisions

.

Passenger movement by buses is to a great extent or-
iented to and from the various rapid transit stations,
although buses also provide valuable service to Charles-
town residential, industrial, and Navy Yard areas. Bus
travel to and from downtown Boston is quite limited
in comparison with other forms of mass transportation.

The total number of people moving across the Charles
River on all forms of mass transportation is over
126,000 persons a day. By contrast, 147,000 vehicles
a day cross the Charles River in the same area.

'Of the 125,000 persons using mass transportation,
approximately 90,000 or 70 percent originate or are
destined for the Downtown Area.

In reviewing the existing flow of vehicles and people, it

is important to recognize the limitations of these data.
Obviously such flows are restricted by the capacity of the
facilities available, or are affected by the quality and
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degree of service provided. Therefore an analysis of
existing flows can serve only as a partial indication of
transportation needs.

Travel Demands

A more valid indication of transportation needs is pro-
vided by data obtained in origin—destination studies.
A number of these studies have been analyzed to determine
the demand for travel into and through the North Terminal
Area.

Figure 11 shows the number of people whose travel require-
ments would carry them into the Area, both today and twenty
years hence. Significant facts about this travel include:

Nearly 600,000 persons a day move into or through
the North Terminal Area today; by 1980 this figure
will increase approximately 15 percent, and will
reach nearly 700,000 person trips daily.

The vast majority of persons wish to move through
rather than stop in the area.

"The Boston Central Area accounts for most trip origins
and destinations, both today and in the future; approx-
imately 60 percent of all movements begin or end
there.

Existing travel generated by the Study Area itself
totals 100,000 person trips daily; by 1980 this is
expected to increase- to 120,000 to 135,000 person
trips a day.

While total travel into and through the Area will
probably increase 15 percent or 16 percent. Downtown
oriented trips are expected to increase only 13 per-
cent. By comparison, local person trips are expected
to increase 25 percent and travel through both the
North Terminal Area and the Central Area will increase
approximately 18 percent.
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Alternate Modes of Transportation

The travel desires previously discussed indicate the gross
magnitude of the need for transportation facilities. This
travel however, must be assigned to alternate modes of
transportation in order to establish the physical require-
ments for transit and highway facilities.

This process has involved a general review of the highway
assignments contained in other reports and then a reducing
of the total travel desires by the amount of highway usage
expected, so as to yield the passenger loads to be handled
on public transportation. In order to bring the entire
transportation system into better balance, the results of

the initial assignment to alternate modes have been further
revised. The chosen levels of public transportation usage
presupposes a considerable increase, with remaining travel
assigned to highway facilities. This conclusion is based
on the following conditions

:

The quality and quantity of public transportation
facilities will be improved considerably above current
levels

.

Mass transit service will be extended into north and
northwest portions of the Metropolitan Area and will
thereby attract new riders.

'Growth in the Boston Central Area will continue; public
policy affecting access and parking will cause an
increased use of mass transportation facilities to
the area.

'streets and highways cannot and should not accommodate
an unlimited amount of the demand for travel.

Figures 12 and 13 indicate both the existing and future
range of travel desires through the area on both public
transportation and highway facilities.
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Mass Transit Trips

The following conclusions may be drawn from the data shown
in Figure 12.

Of the nearly 127,000 existing transit trips, about
90,000 are moving to and from Downtown Boston. This
is approximately 26 percent of the total number of
people moving by all modes of transportation between
Downtown and areas to the north and northwest. This
proportion of persons using mass transit is far lower
than the metropolitan average which approximates 37
percent

.

The use of mass transportation facilities from the
north and northwest sectors, which is so much lower
than from other portions of the metropolitan area,
can be readily explained; the two rapid transit lines
and the rail commuter facilities do not offer an ade-
quate standard of passenger convenience, speed or com-
fort. The M.T.A. facilities stop short of much of
the heavily populated area including Somerville, parts
of Medford, Maiden, and parts of Arlington. The rail-
road facilities do not extend far enough into downtown
to properly distribute passengers to the core of the
area.

In comparison with the rest of the metropolitan area,
the relatively low proportion of mass transit usage
indicates that there could be a market for transit
facilities to serve from 160,000 to 185,000 persons
per day by 1980. Given efficient service, modern
facilities, and reasonable fares, the use of transit
through the Area might be expected to increase a total
of 30 percent to 35 percent or at a rate faster than
the increase in population served. With this general
increase, downtown oriented transit would increase
40 percent or 45 percent above current levels. Under
these conditions, mass transportation could be ex-
pected to serve approximately 35 percent of the total
travel through the North Terminal Area in the future.
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Demand for Highway Facilities

The existing and future demands for vehicular travel in the
Study Area is shown in Figure 13. Unlike transit trip de-
sires, the figures do not express the movement of people
in vehicles, but rather deal with vehicle movements. The
ratio of persons to vehicles is as follows:

Persons per Vehicle, Persons per Vehicle
To and from Downtown Non-Downtown Oriented

Existing 1.55 1.45
Future 1.50 1.35

Significant aspects of the vehicle trips to and through
the North Terminal Area include:

Travel originating or destined for sectors to the north,
northeast and northwest currently would total 304,000
vehicles a day if adequate highway facilities existed.
By 1980, as a result of population growth and increased
vehicle usage, as well as a decreasing number of persons
per vehicle, this figure is expected to increase by 17

percent.

Traffic moving to and from the Study Area itself will
increase from 45,000 vehicles daily to between 55,000
and 65,000. This increase of approximately 33 percent
assumes the extensive development and redevelopment of

the North Terminal Area as described previously. (The

pattern of traffic movements to and from the Study Area
are as shown in Figure 14.)

'As the Boston Metropolitan Area continues to expand
and as the central portion of the city becomes rela-
tively less dominant as a focal point for all travel
desires, there will be an increasing demand for cross-
town type movements. For example, movements to and

from the south but not destined for the Central Area
are expected to increase nearly 30 percent.

In contrast with both the previously described traffic
increases and especially with the anticipated increases
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in transit usage, vehicular movements to and from the
Boston Central Area will show only a slight increase
of approximately 7 percent. Existing demands for ve-
hicle facilities total 160,000 per day; future demand
for movement between the Central Area and points north
will range from 165,000 to 175,000. This increase in
vehicles is caused primarily by a reduction in the number
of persons per vehicle rather than by large increases
in person trips to the Central Area.

These demands for both transit and highway facilities, along
with land use considerations, are the basis for the develop-
ment of transportation plans for the North Terminal Area.
It should be re-emphasized however, that to a considerable
extent the magnitude of the various types of travel reflects
policy decisions regarding the form and quality of all ele-
ments of the transportation system.
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PART IV

DEVELOPMENT OF A MASS TRANSIT PLAN

Metropolitan Boston, like most large American cities, has
experienced a marked decline in mass transportation patron-
age, thus creating acute financial weakness in the industry.
The Metropolitan Transit Authority now carries less than
200,000,000 passengers per year compared to 433,000,000 in
1946. The commuter railroads have experienced an even
greater decline in passenger traffic volume.

Despite the progressive leadership displayed by Boston 50

years ago in the initial development of rapid transit
facilities, since then only two significant improvements
in its transit facilities have been implemented. Both the
East Boston extension to Revere and the Highland Branch
extension to Route 128 in Newton have proven their impor-
tance to the downtown and metropolitan area economy.

The continuing loss of patronage together with increasing
costs of labor and material forced higher fares upon the
commuter, which in turn resulted in a further decline in
patronage. This vicious circle has placed mass transporta-
tion systems in the precarious financial state they are in

today. Negative reaction to the financial losses in the
industry has been intense enough to create a strong reluc-
tance on the part of government officials to make further
investments of public funds in mass transportation improve-
ments. This reluctance has not helped mass transit to

compete with the highways. Hesitant action has not and will
not solve the transportation problems of Metropolitan Boston,
Recent events give promise of a more positive attitude re-
garding the possibilities for mass transportation improve-
ments. The deficit of the M.T.A. has been decreased through
budgetary conscious operational improvements and through
changes in schedules, routes and fare policies. It is

expected that the present decreased deficits can be held at
a stable level, at the very least, and probably can be
further reduced.
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Development in the Downtown Area has been creating new jobs

and causing additional downtown travel. Concurrently, the

new development has consumed, and will continue to consume
land that otherwise would be utilized for highways , streets
and off street parking.

During the past fifteen years numerous studies have been
made concerning the need for improvements to the rapid
transit facilities which connect the downtown area with the

expanding suburbs. Without exception, these studies have
concluded that rapid transit extensions are needed to supple-

ment the network of highways. All of these studies have
recognized that as Downtown Boston grows, the demand for

rapid transit capacity will increase. The policies recently
proposed by the Federal Government and authorized by the

Housing Act of 1961, to help finance mass transportation
planning and demonstration projects through the Housing and
Home Finance Agency, will have a most significant influence
upon the future of improved mass transportation in Boston,
as well as other major American cities. The federal assist-
ance will take the form of direct grants for planning,
design and construction of mass transportation facilities
up to two-thirds of the net project cost. This program, if

adopted, would probably have the same impact upon mass trans-

portation systems as the Federal Highway Programs have had
upon the creation of modern expressway systems. In Boston
it would offer substantial and welcome assistance in the

undertaking of improvements to mass transit facilities.
The fact remains however, that many improvements must be

made, with or without federal assistance, if Metropolitan
Boston is to realize its full economic potential.

Downtown and Metropolitan Boston constitute particularly
fertile locations for the improvement of mass transportation
facilities due to the following factors:

"The highly concentrated development of Downtown
Boston is confined to a relatively small area

served by a generally narrow and irregular local

street system. It would be unrealistic and un-

reasonable to propose rearrangement of the down-

town street system to permit increased travel to
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and from this area by automobile exclusively.

*An excellent basic rapid transit system now
exists in the downtown area.

*An extensive system of railroad rights-of-way
extends from Downtown Boston to the developed
suburban areas and these rights-of-way can be
connected to the existing rapid transit system,
with little or no residential or business
relocation, at reasonable cost and with a

minimum of delay.

This favorable combination of factors places Boston in a

uniquely advantageous position to solve its basic transpor-
tation problems.

The proposed federal policies recognize that most existing
mass transportation systems cannot operate at a profit and
provide modern, adequate, frequent, efficient service at
reasonable fares. Automobile competition is strong and will
continue to challenge the ability of mass transportation
systems to remain financially solvent with only the aid of
passenger revenues. The federal attitude interprets the
mass transportation function, in part, as one of relieving
the highways. The financial gain, from a federal point of
view, is the saving of many billions of expressway dollars
through the expenditure of a considerably smaller amount to

carry a significant number of the peak hour commuters.

From a regional point of view, the value of mass transpor-
tation is the saving of highway, expressway and local street
dollars, reduction in the cost of traffic control and off-
street parking projects, and the very real contribution to

the real estate economy of the downtown and suburban areas.
Few can deny that the growth of Downtown Boston is due to
the accessibility created by the underground mass rapid
transit facilities constructed during the first two decades
of the Twentieth Century. The lack of rapid transit improve-
ments during the 1930 's, 40

' s and 50 's resulted in the
stagnation of downtown development during that period. The
greater accessibility to be created by rapid transit exten-
sion to the suburbs, where more than half of the regional
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population resides, can logically be expected to have a

beneficial influence on continued downtown development.

It remains a fact that Boston cannot depend entirely upon
highways, expressways, and inadequate rapid transit for
urban transportation. It is physically impossible and
economically unsound to crowd onto the small Boston penin-
sula, the expressways, highways, streets and acres of off-
street parking facilities, to accomodate all the people who
find it necessary to terminate their trips in the downtown
area each day.

Existing Mass Transportation Facilities

Cpntained within the North Terminal Area, or directly re-
lated to it, are a number of transit facilities. These
include a major rapid line, a rapid transit PCC* car opera-
tion, numerous routes and terminals for surface buses, and
four railroad passenger commuter lines.

These facilities contribute heavily to the transporting of
people between the suburbs northeast, north and northwest
of the North Terminal Area and Central Boston. (See Figure
15.) The rapid transit and surface transit operations are
a primary source of transportation for the people living
and working within the North Terminal Area.

Specifically, existing facilities include:

Main Line Rapid Transit - Forest Hills - Everett Line

This is one of three rapid transit lines in operation in the

Boston area. The line utilizes the Washington Street tunnel
under Downtown Boston. It emerges from the northern end of
the tunnel in the vicinity of Haymarket Square and rises to
an elevated structure at North Station. The line crosses
the Charles River on the upper level of the Charlestown
bridge and proceeds on an elevated structure over City Square
and Thompson Square to the Sullivan Square station. From
this point the Line continues north on an elevated structure
over the Mystic River to its Everett Terminal. The total
* Presidential Conference Committee car
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length of this route , from the center of the downtown area
at Washington and Summer Streets to the Everett Terminal,
is 3.65 miles. The southern end of the Forest Hills -

Everett Line emerges from the southern end of the Washing-
ton Street tunnel to the South End of Boston and proceeds
via an elevated structure through Roxbury to Forest Hills,
a distance of 4.67 miles from downtown. The Forest Hills -

Everett Main Line currently operates four-car trains on a

minimum headway of three minutes during peak hours. The
trains make the full route from Everett to Forest Hills
and return with no turnback service except at Sullivan
Square in Charlestown. Due to the heavy feeder bus opera-
tions at Sullivan Square and a relatively light passenger
use of the Everett Terminal, some trains turn back into
Boston rather than proceeding into Everett. The rolling
stock operated on this line is modern equipment, having
been purchased and placed into operation within the past
four years.

The physical condition of the Charlestown and Everett sec-
tions of the main line are classified as structurally
sound, but they are old, substandard and obsolete. This
facility was constructed more than fifty years ago with
rail gradients and curvature that are far below modern rapid
transit design standards. The poor alignment of a large
proportion of the line, from Haymarket Square to Everett
prohibits speeds over 10 m.p.h. The two 90° curves near
North Station over Causeway Street are particularly unsuited
to fast and efficient operations. Conditions near the
Sullivan Square station are equally as poor. Passenger
stations in City Square, Thompson Square and Sullivan Square
in Charlestown are the poorest of the entire M.T.A. system,
from the standpoint of passenger convenience, accessibility
and comfort.

The Charlestown-Everett segment of the M.T.A. 's rapid transit
network is one of the most heavily used. From passenger
counts taken at City Square for southbound travel on Thurs-
day, January 19, 1951, and on Tuesday, April 25, 1961, it
has been determined that the average number of daily passen-
gers in both directions is approximately seventy-five thou-
sand four hundred. Analysis of cordon counts taken on this
line at Union Station indicates that in January during the
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peak hour of travel from 7:45 A.M. to 8:45 A.M. approximately
nine thousand five hundred and fifty inbound passengers were
carried in eighty six cars; an average load of one hundred
and ten persons per car. Outbound passengers on the same
date between 4:45 P.M. and 5:45 P.M. numbered ten thousand
eight hundred and seventy in eighty four cars; an average
load of one hundred and twenty-nine persons per car.

A similar analysis of the April, 1961 figures shows that
during the morning peak hour inbound passengers totaled
ten thousand two hundred and ninety in seventy-two cars ; an
average load of one hundred and forty-three persons per car.
During the peak hours of travel analyzed, the average passen-
ger load per car seldom exceeded one hundred and forty-five
persons. The loading pattern during the peak hours was re-
viewed on the basis of fifteen minute periods and showed
that on only one occasion the load exceeded one hundred and
seventy persons per car, which is approximately the desirable
maximum capacity for the type of equipment used on the Forest
Hills - Everett Line.

To estimate future peak hour travel on the Forest Hills -

Everett Line a factor of 15% of the total daily rides has
been used

.

The Lechmere PCC Car Line '

.

>

This M.T.A. line is on the southern border of the North
Terminal Area. The line is an extension of the PCC car
operation in the Boylston Street - Tremont Street tunnel
under Downtown Boston, which carries PCC car trains to and
from the western part of the metropolitan area including
Brighton, Watertown, Brookline and Newton.

Many of the PCC car trains entering the Boylston Street
tunnel from the west are turned around either at Park Street
or the North Station. In the future, some of these trains
will be turned around in new facilities to be constructed
under Scollay Square . The PCC car trains currently operated
to Lechmere ascend to an elevated structure just beyond the
Haymarket Square Station and continue to North Station, then
proceed over the Charles River via a high level structure
and descend to the Lechmere Square terminal at street level.
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The Lechmere terminal is approximately two miles from the
center of downtown (Park Street) and functions primarily
as a facility for the transfer of passengers. After it
emerges from the tunnel the Lechmere line has three stations
North Station, Science Park and Lechmere Terminal, who use
feeder bus lines from the northwest sector of the M.T.A.
district.

The Lechmere elevated structure is in good structural con-
dition. However, the gradients and curves of the alignment
prohibit speeds required for rapid transit service.

The North Station offers little in the form of passenger
convenience except that access to it is available directly
from the Boston Garden. The Science Park station is rela-
tively new and not heavily used. Neither this nor any other
of the M.T.A. stations in the entire North Terminal Area is
equipped with escalators. Equipment used on the line dur-
ing the peak hours consists of three PCC type cars in train
formation operate on headways of 2\ minutes.

Surface Trackless Trolley and Diesel Bus Lines

Inasmuch as the two rail transit operations described above
do not extend very far beyond downtown Boston, the areas to
the north and west of the North Terminal Area have been
forced to make extensive use of surfaced transit line opera-
tions to provide feeder service to the rapid transit facil-
ities. The City Square Station and Sullivan Square Station
in Charlestown, the Everett Terminal of the Forest Hills -

Everett Main Line and the Lechmere Terminal of the Lechmere
Line, function as major bus transfer points for commuters
bound to and from Downtown Boston. The City Square Station
is also a transfer point for mass transit commuters, but
to a lesser degree than the other three stations.

Appendix I provides an inventory of all surface transit
lines which feed into the stations located within the Study
Area. Also included as Appendix II are data on bus opera-
tion and usage

.
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Boston and Maine Railroad

The Boston and Maine Railroad Company in past years was an
important carrier of commuters from the north, northeast
and northwest. Hundreds of miles of track and many branch
lines were once the major connections between New Hampshire

,

Maine, Northeast Massachusetts and Downtown Boston. During
the intervening years the number of passenger trains has
been drastically reduced and several branch lines have been
abandoned. Currently, passenger service is provided over
four divisions of the railroad:

1. The Portland East Division along the North
Shore

.

2 . The Portland West Division or the Reading
Branch which serves Maiden, Melrose,
Wakefield and Reading.

3. The New Hampshire Division which serves
Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell and which
offers service to Winchester and Woburn

.

4. The Fitchburg Division which provides ser-
vice to Waltham, Weston, Lincoln, Concord
and Fitchburg.

Of the above routes, the Portland East Division along "the

North Shore and the Reading Division carry approximately
two-thirds of the total passenger flow. The rolling stock
operated is primarily Budd RDC (Rail Diesel Car) equipment,
often used in tandem during peak hours of operation.

The passenger facilities of the Boston and Maine Railroad
are considered structurally adequate and basically well
designed. Most of these facilities were constructed to
carry many times the volume of traffic served today, there-
fore, the physical capacity of the Boston and Maine passen-
ger network is greater than the present or anticipated
traffic volumes. One physical impediment that currently
is not critical due to the relatively low volume of pass-
enger service , is the bascule type bridge across the Charles
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River which must be raised frequently to allow the passage
of boats

.

The most significant physical impediment to high level rail-

road passenger volume is the location of the North Station
terminal. As all the railroad lines terminate on one side
of the downtown peninsula, passengers with destinations in
the major retail office and entertainment sections of the
downtown area are forced to walk or transfer to other modes
of transport to travel the remaining one-half to one mile
distance

.

Mass Transportation Goals

Planning and design for the North Terminal Area must consider
the metropolitan requirements and implications of all propo-
sals for mass transportation improvements as well as express-
ways and highways if an adequate solution is to be found.
The removal of the elevated structure in Charlestown, rapid
transit improvements and extensions, creation of new off-
street parking facilities and numerous other potential
improvements must be evaluated with respect to their effect
upon the metropolitan area. The goals and objectives of the

North Terminal Area study must be consistent with the goals
and objectives of the entire metropolis.

The following discussion includes land development and urban
renewal requirements, regional rapid transit operational re-
quirements and the financial and administrative requirements
relevant to the North Terminal Area. Goals in these areas
are in addition to those of satisfying travel and transpor-
tation requirements developed earlier in the report.

Land Development and Urban Renewal Requirements

Without question, the existence or absence of mass transpor-
tation facilities has a definite effect upon the pattern,
density and type of land development. This has been demon-
strated in downtown areas and along the routes of mass trans-
portation and rapid transit lines in cities throughout the
United States. On this premise, changes to the Forest Hills -

Everett rapid transit line and to the Lechmere PCC car line
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must effect encouragement of new, suitable and well planned
land development and must avoid any blighting effects upon
the areas through which the lines pass.

On a metropolitan level, the existence of a superior means
of transportation service will stimulate the development of
the downtown area as well as the suburban communities. More
specifically, location of a mass transportation line must be
evaluated with respect to the land development patterns it
creates along its entire route. In some instances land must
be reserved for provision of off-street parking facilities.
In other instances closer to the center of the city, rapid
transit lines and stations must be located to encourage more
general use and permit appropriate development of the sur-
rounding lands.

In the North Terminal Area, a specific problem of land devel-
opment and urban renewal must be recognized as a significant
influence upon the need for changes in the mass transporta-
tion facilities. The elevated structure from Haymarket
Square to Everett Terminal is noisy and unsightly and tends
to depress real estate values which in turn has impaired
commercial development in the North Station area as well as
deterioration and blight to the housing areas in Charlestown.
This blighting effect has been recognized in Metropolitan
Boston by its governmental leaders, the people of Charles-
town and the business community in the North Station Area.
Up to this time no action has been taken to remedy the situ-
ation due to lack of funds.

At present, however, redevelopment and renewal efforts in
Charlestown are making substantial steps to further enhance
the Charlestown area as a place to live and visit. It is
the confirmed opinion of urban renewal experts that effective
renewal efforts in the southern part of Charlestown, from
City Square to Sullivan Square and from Rutherford Avenue
to beyond Main Street on the north, are an impossibility
until the Everett main line rapid transit elevated structure
is removed. At the same time, it must be recognized that a

relocation of this rapid transit line to the railroad yards
of the Boston and Maine Railroad south of Charlestown, can
function both as a useful facility for the residents of
Charlestown and act as a stimulus to commercial and
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industrial growth in the open land of the Boston and Maine
yards

.

The elevated structure for the Lechmere PCC car line has
many similar negative effects upon land development in the
North Station area on the south side of the Charles River.
Without question it has discouraged the development of this
area into the type of commercial region envisioned by the
North Station Merchants Association and officials of the
Boston Redevelopment Authority.

It is the conclusion of this analysis that both the Charles-
town elevated structure and the Lechmere PCC car line struc-
ture should be eliminated and replaced by a single rapid
transit line that would encourage suitable land development
throughout the North Terminal Area.

Railroad passenger commuter operations in the North Terminal
Area, which have been drastically reduced in the past ten
years, do not create any significant influence upon the
development of land use. The area behind the North Station
is largely available for development. It is well located,
fairly large and most accessible. Various plans have been
created to make the best use of this site. The retention
of short haul railroad commuter service has delayed imple-
mentation of these plans.

Regional Rapid Transit Operational Requirements

All changes to the rapid transit and mass transportation
network must be consistent with the overall metropolitan
objectives to provide a coordinated system that most
efficiently serves the greatest number of people, makes
the best use of existing equipment, tracks, tunnels and
all other facilities, and can be generally undertaken to
permit the operational aspects of the mass transportation
system to be carried out efficiently. In planning replace-
ment of the Everett and Lechmere elevated structures and
the possible extensions to the north and northwest, consid-
eration must be given to the extension possibilities of the
East Boston-Revere rapid transit line and the possible
extensions from Harvard Square that could be developed in
the future .
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The East Boston rapid transit line has been considered for
an extension to the Revere Airport area and/or Lynn. The Cam-

bridge-Dorchester rapid transit line which terminates in
Harvard Square has been considered for an extension to
Arlington or possibly Belmont. Unfortunately, such an ex-
tension would require expensive tunnel construction under
Massachusetts Avenue from Harvard Square to Porter Square
and therefore has not recently received the attention that
it may deserve.

An extension of the Charlestown line is considered as being
most logically routed over the Reading Branch of the Boston
and Maine Railroad to Route 128. This right-of-way can be
utilized in the event of substantial curtailment or elimi-
nation of passenger commuter service by the railroad. In

addition, this line now serves one of the most densely popu-
lated areas to the north and would attract a maximum number
of potential riders.

The railroad now routes its long line passenger trains to
Maine, New Hampshire and Canadian points over the New Hamp-
shire and Division which is located to the west of the
Reading line.

An extension of the Lechmere line would be more complicated.
It would not appear to be good operational policy to extend
P.C.C. car service into the suburbs. Past experience in

Metropolitan Boston with an extended operation of this type
to Route 128 in Newton via the Highland Branch line has
demonstrated that it is not the most desirable operation to
meet modern day rapid transit standards. The P.C.C. cars
have lower capacity and slower traffic flow and therefore
are not capable of accommodating large volumes of passenger
traffic . A more acceptable alternative would be an exten-
sion from the proposed new Charlestown rapid transit line

into the northwest sector which would permit rapid transit
trains from the northwest sector to operate through the

Washington Street tunnels.

Two alternative rapid transit extensions to the northwest
are :

a. An extension from the proposed Forest Hills-
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Everett transit line in the North Terminal
Area railroad yard over the New Hampshire
Division line through Somerville, Medford,
and Winchester to Woburn.

b. An extension from the proposed New Hampshire
Division transit line through Davis Square,
Somerville to Route #2 and Alewife Brook
Parkway in North Cambridge and possibly to
Arlington. Both of these offer good oppor-
tunities to serve additional riders from
areas not now served by rapid transit.
Either one of these extensions could easily
be connected with the rapid transit line
within the North Terminal Area.

The expected traffic flows from these extensions would not
exceed the capacity of the Washington Street tunnel, or
the crossing of the Charles River. The above mentioned
series of extensions would provide comprehensive rapid
transit service to the north and northwest sectors of the
metropolitan area and could easily be combined with exten-
sion programs to the western and southern parts of the
metropolitan area to provide adequate balance of rapid
transit operations on each of those lines.

The additional extension of rapid transit service to Woburn
or North Cambridge and Arlington would cause immediate inter-
ference with existing railroad operation, and would possibly
conflict with extensions of the Harvard Square -Cambridge
line. For these reasons, an extension to the northwest is

being given a second priority status until decisions regard-
ing the Harvard Square Line and the Forest Hills Line have
been made

.

The extension to Route 128 along the Reading Branch will tap
the greater source of new rider supply, and will cause no
major interference with railroad long line passenger and
freight operations. In addition it will serve to supply the
additional rider capacity which is required to supplement
the highway system.

From a regional transportation network point of view, and
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in consideration of operational requirements, it can be con-
cluded that extension to the north along the Reading Branch
is completely consistent with all of the expressed objectives
for mass transportation improvements.

Implementation of the Reading rapid transit extension would
allow a reasonable degree of flexibility in the choice of
how Somerville , North Cambridge, Arlington, West Medford,
Winchester and Woburn may be served by mass transportation
facilities in the future.

Financial and Administrative Requirements

Metropolitan Boston has imposed upon mass transportation
facilities and operations certain requirements that must be
recognized in the planning and construction of any improve-
ments to the mass transportation system. With or without
federal aid, cost of construction of mass transportation
facilities must be held to a minimum and gain the greatest
amount of benefits in terms of efficient service to the
public for each dollar invested and with the least public
inconvenience.

The metropolitan area and its governmental leaders have also
imposed certain administrative requirements that must be
identified and recognized in any recommendations dealing with
improvements to mass transit. Foremost among these is the
restriction placed upon extensions beyond the Metropolitan
Transit Authority District. Extensions beyond this district
have been avoided in the past due to the reluctance of some
suburban communities to accept the public cost for service
provided by the Metropolitan Transit Authority.

As the amount of public investment necessary to implement
mass transportation improvements had discouraged public
acceptance of such improvements, this study has adopted the
specific objective, whether federal aid is available or not,
of recommending only those improvements that can be fully
justified as facilities that will increase mass transit
passenger traffic with apparent related saving in operational
costs. No improvements will be recommended unless they are
required specifically to serve Metropolitan Boston and its
economy. The administrative problem dealing with the limits
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of the Metropolitan Transit Authority district need not be
an impediment to the immediate improvements to the rapid
transit system. An extension along the Reading branch
should, as soon as possible, proceed as far as Route 128.

This would mean rapid transit service to Melrose and Wake-
field, which are beyond the limits of the present M.T.A.
district and therefore require the approval of the legisla-
ture and possibly the approval of the two municipalities.
However, the majority of the additional riders to be attract-
ed to rapid transit by an extension to Route 128 over the

Reading branch could be accomodated by an immediate exten-
sion that would temporarily terminate at the Malden-Melrose
municipal boundary. This is an important improvement and
should be carried out immediately. As soon as the necessary
governmental authorizations are obtained the rapid transit
line could be further extended to Route 128.

Design Requirements and Objectives

As a result of the above mentioned conditions and require-
ments for mass transportation in the Metropolitan Boston and
the North Terminal Area, the specific design objectives in-
corporated within this study are as follows

:

1. to eliminate the Charlestown elevated structure,

2. to eliminate the elevated structure of the

Lechmere P.C.C. car line,

3. to replace these facilities with a single
new rapid transit facility,

4. to relocate the new rapid transit line where
it will encourage appropriate land develop-
ment and avoid a blighting effect upon exist-
ing or future land uses

,

5. to design the new rapid transit alignment to

permit immediate extension to Maiden along
the Reading Branch right-of-way of the Boston
and Maine Railroad, and eventually to Route
#128 in the vicinity of Wakefield and Reading.
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6. to design the new rapid transit alignment to
permit a future branch extension to Somerville
and communities northwest of the study area
along rights-of-way of the Boston and Maine
Railroad,

7. to locate rapid transit stations so as to
provide the optimum of passenger service

,

stimulation of land development and efficient
feeder bus connections (including P.C.C. car
line operations in the North Station Area)

,

8. to locate and design the rapid transit improve-
ments to make available maximum off-street
parking facilities for patrons,

9. to design the rapid transit and surface faci-
lities to cause minimum interference with the
operations of the Boston and Maine Railroad,

10. to maintain proper functional and physical
relationship with all highway and street
improvements

,

11. to provide a design that will cause a minimum
of interference with current transit operations
during construction,

12. to provide a design that conforms to the
highest rapid transit engineering standards,

13. to provide a design that accomplishes the
above requirements with the lowest capital
expenditure

.

Recommended Transit Plan

In the development of a mass transportation plan numerous
transit alignments with respect to fulfillment of the neces-
sary objectives previously stated have been explored and
evaluated. Those alignments that have received the greatest
amount of investigation are described below:
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Route #1 Route #1 meets all of the objectives and require-
ments stated above with the greatest degree of satisfaction
and is the recommended plan for mass transportation in the
North Terminal Area. This plan incorporates elimination of
the Charlestown and Lechmere elevated structures and is as
shown on Figure 19 (on page 81 ) .

It provides subway construction north of Haymarket Square
between the terminal of the Boston and Maine Railroad and
the Commercial Building, thence via a fixed bridge across
the Charles River at an elevation which would permit river
traffic to flow unimpaired. Consideration was given to the
construction of a tunnel in place of a fixed bridge across
the Charles River , but this was abandoned due to the high
cost involved. The route continues until it is depressed
to ground surface , with a station located southeast of Ruther-
ford-Prison Point Bridge intersection. The platform of this
new station would be near ground level while the fare collec-
tion system, bus transfer area and pedestrian access would
be one level above the tracks. The design includes a connec-
tion of the upper level with the residential and commercial
areas of Charlestown by a plaza over Rutherford Avenue. Bus
access to this station from Charlestown, the Navy Yard and
the Mystic River Bridge would be far superior to the present
bus connections at City Square. The rapid transit line would
then proceed north at surface level under the Prison Point
Bridge and under the structure of the Inner Belt.

At this point, provision has been made for turn-off tracks
for a rapid transit branch extension through Somerville to
North Cambridge and Arlington and/or Winchester and Woburn

.

The main line tracks would continue under the Inner Belt for
a distance of 2,400 feet; emerge from under the highway onto
two tracks of the right-of-way of the Reading Branch of the

Boston and Maine Railroad. After passing under Cambridge-
Washington Street, the line would proceed to a new Sullivan
Square station south of Broadway. This station would have
an island platform at surface level and a mezzanine above
the rapid transit line for fare collection and bus transfer.

The new Sullivan Square station would contain adequate space
and capacity for extensive feeder bus operations and has
been planned to provide excellent access to the Charlestown
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and Somerville Street system.

North of the Sullivan Square station the rapid transit line
would continue under Mystic Avenue to the Mystic River Rail-
road Bridge crossing. The plan recommends that this bridge
be a fixed crossing above the level of the new Mystic River
Basin to be created by the construction of a new M.D.C.
Mystic River dam downstream. After crossing the river the

line would continue along the railroad right-of-way north
to Maiden, Melrose and Wakefield to Route #128. Grade cross-
ing connections with the Boston and Maine Portland East Divi-
sion would provide access to the Everett Maintenance Yards.

Route #2 is a continuation of the Washington Street tunnel
from Haymarket Square along an alignment under the Central
Artery, under Causeway Street, Bridge Street, through the

base of the new Warren Avenue dam to be constructed by the

Metropolitan District Commission thence to a station under
City Square. North of the City Square Station, the tunnel
would proceed under Town Hill into the area between Ruther-
ford Avenue and Main Street. South of Sullivan Square the

tracks would rise, pass over the Sullivan Square terminal
area and then descend to the tracks of the Boston and Maine
Railroad. From this point the line would be extended to

Maiden and Route 128 as outlined in Route #1 to extend to

Somerville and North Cambridge and would be connected to the

new Charlestown tunnel just north of the City Square Station.
This branch would proceed in tunnel northwesterly under the

residential area of Charlestown and emerge to the surface
south of Rutherford Avenue and the Prison Point Bridge. It

would then continue under the Prison Point Bridge and the

Inner Belt structure to the railroad yards and on to Somer-
ville and North Cambridge, as in Route #1.

Route #3 has the same tunnel alignment from Haymarket Square
to City Square in Charlestown as described in Route #2.

North of City Square the alignment would turn almost westerly
under Town Hill and Rutherford Avenue to the railroad yards
south of Prison Point Bridge. From this point, the alignment
of the continuation to Sullivan Square, Maiden and Route #128;
and the extension to Somerville and northwestern suburbs woulc
be the same as designed for the recommended Route #1.



Route #4 has a tunnel alignment from Haymarket Square, un-
der Haverhill and Causeway Streets, between the North Sta-
tion and the North Station Industrial Building, and under
the Charles River. The tunnel would curve toward the north-
east, pass under Rutherford Avenue southeast of Town Hill
into an underground station just west of Thompson Square.
The branch extension to Somerville would turn off before
the Thompson Square station and proceed through the railroad
yards under the Inner Belt as described in Route #1. The
main line would continue to Sullivan Square along the same
alignment described in alternative Route #2.

Route #5 is a plan for rapid transit along the same align-
ment as Route #1 but in a tunnel under the Charles River
rather than as a fixed span bridge.

Route #6 is an alternative that utilizes a tunnel under
Haverhill and Causeway Streets from Haymarket Square to a

portal to the rear of the Boston Garden. From this point,
the rapid transit line would run over the Boston and Maine
Railroad main line tracks, cross over the Charles River on
the existing Boston and Maine lift bridge and continue on
the Boston and Maine tracks to a new Sullivan Square Station
(as in Route #1) and then to Maiden and Reading. The branch
to Somerville would turn off in the same manner as in Route
#1 . The need for a station on the southern side of Charles-
town would require that it be located where the mainline
crosses under the Prison Point Bridge.

The recommended Route #1 has many advantages not shared by
the other alternatives. The cost of Route #1 is less than
all alternatives except Route #5, and the difference between
these is not significant. The other alternatives all require
tunnels that increase the cost over the cost of Route #1
from about ten million dollars (Route #5) to twenty million
dollars (Route #2)

.

Route #1 does not become entangled with the piers and founda-
tions of the existing Central Artery in the North Station
area nor in Charlestown. The design of this route is very
compatible with both existing street and expressway systems
and the system recommended in other sections of this report.
Other alignments would cause considerable reconstruction of
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existing facilities or would be in conflict with new propo-
sals. The alignment of Route #1 is compatible with proposed
land uses and is expected further to stimulate appropriate
development. Alternative Routes #2 and #4 conflict with
plans for residential and industrial development in Charles-
town. The location of the stations recommended for Route #1
is one of the outstanding advantages of this plan. Both the
proposed City Square and Sullivan Square Stations are located
between residential and commercial areas and would serve both.
The stations are adjacent to major highways that will provide
superior direct feeder bus access and will not contribute to
congestion of minor residential streets or busy shopping
squares. . .

In terms of right-of-way, Route #1 does not conflict in any
serious manner with existing or proposed operations or plans.
The new rapid transit line may be constructed independently
of these proposed projects almost entirely within the confines
of the railroad yard and can be completed within a reasonably
short time

.

In summary, Route #1 is recommended as being far superior to

all other alternatives as an alignment tha-f- best meets the
requirements for efficient rapid transit operations and ser-
vice with least inconvenience to the public.

Construction cost is reasonably low, its alignment is good
and its location and design compatible and consistent with
all other designs for the North Terminal Area.
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PART V

DEVELOPMENT OF A GENERAL STREET AND HIGHWAY PLAN

In recent years there has been extensive concentration on
the construction of expressways and freeways in highly de-
veloped areas such as Boston. Federal financing of Inter-
state highways has furthered activity in this field. It
is in fact the pending construction of several Interstate
routes into the North Terminal Area which has been largely
responsible for precipitating this study.

Just as a balanced transportation system contains the facili-
ties for both public transportation and private vehicular
transportation, a balanced highway system must recognize
the roles of both expressways and arterial streets. The
objective of this phase of the study, then, is to develop
a general framework of streets and highways for the North
Terminal Area. The major factors which govern this thorough-
fare plan include the following:

1. The proposed system must provide the quantity and
quality of traffic service required.

2. The street and highway plan must recognize and be
sensitive to the principles and objectives set
forth in land use.

3. Improvements within the area must be feasible of
attainment, both from the standpoint of economics
and practicality.

4. Street and highway facilities proposed as a part
of the plan must properly relate to both existing
and pending highway construction beyond the study
ar ea

.
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Pattern of Future Vehicular Movements

The vehicular trip desires into and through the North
Terminal Area as developed earlier in this report serve

as the basic traffic requirement to be met by the street

and highway plan. In order to more fully understand the

implications of these vehicle trip desires, however, it

has been found useful to undertake an additional step in

the traffic analysis process. The future assignments of

vehicle trips to express type facilities," as established
in various reports by others have been reviewed and recon-
ciled in order to produce the data shown in Figure 16.

The four express facilities, namely the Mystic Bridge and
Interstate Route 95 to the northeast, Interstate Route 93

to the northwest, the Inner Belt to the south and southwest,
and the Central Artery to Downtown Boston and the southeast,
might be said to generally define corridors of movement into

and out of the Study Area. To a great extent, then, the
problem of developing a street and highway plan becomes
one of providing for these movements as they enter and
leave the North Terminal Area and as they need to inter-
change within the area.

The significant aspects of Figure 16 include the following:

All trips shown represent movements potentially assign-

ed to express type facilities; no short trips of a

local nature are included.

Of the 220,000 vehicles moving across the boundaries
of the Study Area to the southeast, nearly all are

Downtown oriented; most traffic to and from the south-

west, south, and southeast other than Downtown, is

included in the 210,000 vehicles potential to the

Inner Belt through Cambridge.

As might be expected, the majority of the traffic
destined Downtown (110,000 vehicles per day) is to

and from the north and northwest. Traffic between

areas to the northeast via the Mystic River Bridge, and

Downtown number approximately 40,000 vehicles per day.
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Because of the configuration of the Inner Belt, and
the barrier created by the Charles River Basin, ap-
proximately 58,000 vehicles a day will seek to move
between Downtown Boston and areas to the south and
west, by using the Inner Belt through Cambridge and
Charlestown, and the Central Artery. On the one hand,
to the extent that the Inner Belt provides a facility
for traffic from the northeast, north, and northwest
to by-pass Downtown, it is beneficial both to Down-
town and North Terminal Area traffic traffic flow.
To the extent, however, that traffic from areas to
the west and south (from Route 2, for example) use
the Inner Belt to "loop" through the North Terminal
Area in order to reach Downtown, the magnitude of
traffic problems in the North Terminal Area is wor-
sened. In the absence of any other facilities (exist-
ing or planned) outside of the Study Area which can
accommodate these 68,000 vehicles, the North Terminal
Area street and highway plan must provide sufficient
capacity.

Existing Capacity Limitations

In seeking a soluTzion to satisfy future traffic needs, the
capacity of the existing street and highway system has
been calculated and analyzed. In addition, the capacities
of the currently proposed Interstate highways have been
determined. These existing or currently proposed capaci-
ties are as indicated in Figure 17. The computation of
the capacities shown are based on nominal values of 15,000
to 20,000 vehicles per day per lane on expressways, and 5,000,
7,000 or 10,000 vehicles per day per lane on other arterial
routes, depending on specific local conditions.

Some of the more important aspects of these capacity data
are:

The combination of the Inner Belt and the Mystic Bridge
greatly exceed the capacity of the Central Artery Bridge
over the Charles River. (This is also shown in Figure
3.)
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Aside from the Sullivan Square interchange, Storrow
Drive, and part of the Northern Artery, virtually all
other facilities which might be classed as important
arterial routes have a daily capacity of less than
20,000 vehicles.

The capacity limitations of the surface arterial sys-
tem are most dramatically emphasized by Rutherford
Avenue, which steadily decreases in capacity from
116,000 vehicles a day near Sullivan Square to 18,000
vehicles a day beyond Prison Point Bridge. Similarly,
the capacity of Northern Artery ranges from 60,000
vehicles daily just beyond the Study Area, to 30,000
vehicles a day as it crosses the Charles River.

Comparisons between existing and future vehicle vol-
umes and capacities are shown in Figure 18.

These volume-capacity relationships have been summar-
ized for each of the four corridors entering the
Study Area and for an imaginary east-west corridor
within the Study Area. In general, the width of the
arrows indicate existing and future volumes, with
the darker or inner arrow representing existing vol-
umes taken from the traffic flow map, and the outer
arrow representing anticipated future volumes. These
future volumes include both expressway type traffic as

shown in Figure 16 plus additional local traffic to be
accommodated on surface streets. As such, the, future
volumes represent the total amount of traffic to be
accommodated on the street and highway system.

The capacities Shown are a summary of those illus-
trated in Figure 17, and represent either the capa-
city of the existing street system or the capacity
of the existing street system plus the currently pro-
posed Interstate highways. Capacity excesses or de-
ficiencies are indicated by the degree of constric-
tion of the volume flow bands; such restrictions o-

ccur everywhere except to the northeast and the north-
west.

The routes included in each of the corridors are as
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follows

:

Northeast - Mystic River Bridge and Interstate
Route 95

Northwest - Interstate 93, Northern Artery, Maiden
Bridge, Broadway, Mystic Avenue

Southeast - Central Artery, Charlestown Bridge,
Charles River Dam Bridge

Southwest - Inner Belt, Memorial Drive-Commercial
Avenue, Cambridge, Washington

East-west - Inner Belt, Rutherford, Northern
Artery, Medford.

This summary of volumes versus capacities indicates a

number of serious deficiencies . These inadequacies are
greatest to the southeast across the Charles River where
240,000 vehicles a day will attempt to use facilities which
provide only 150,000 capacity. Difficulties will also
exist east-west across the Study Area to the southwest
where future daily volumes of 275,000 and 240,000 will be
restricted by capacities of 215,000 and 200,000 respective-
ly. The major conclusion reached therefore, is that the
currently proposed future street and highway system is

seriously inadequate to handle future traffic demands.

Major Requirements of the Street and Highway System

In addition to satisfying traffic demands and land use
requirements, a number of major elements must be consid-
ered a part of any thoroughfare plan for the Area. These
include

:

1. Better street or highway connections are needed
for local traffic between Charlestown and the
Boston Central Area, as well as between Charles-
town and both the east and west sides of the
Charles River Basin.
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2. "Major additional highway capacity is also needed

across the Charles River for all traffic moving

in north and northwest corridors through the

Study Area.

3. Both Interstate Route 93 and the Mystic River Toll

Bridge (Interstate Route 95) should be connected

to the Inner Belt so as to provide for by-pass
traffic around the Central Area of Boston.

4. Interstate Route 93, the Mystic River Toll Bridge,

and the Inner Belt (serving traffic from Route

2) should have adequate connections to the Central

Artery and Downtown Boston.

5. The same routes listed above should be provided

with additional access to Downtown Boston along

its west side via Storrow Drive.

6. Relatively intense use must be made of selected

surface arterial routes through the North Termin-

al Area in order to provide sufficient capacity.

7. Consistent capacity should be provided on all

routes included in the proposed system, and

especially on any connection between Sullivan
Square-Rutherford Avenue and the Boston Central

Area, along the Northern Artery through Leverett

Circle, and on the Inner Belt-Mystic River Toll

Bridge-Central Artery complex.

8. To the extent possible, sufficient interchange

between all major routes should be developed so

as to provide a sufficiently flexible thorough-

fare system.

9. Existing and proposed ramps along the express-

way system (Interstate 93, Inner Belt, Mystic

River Toll Bridge, Central Artery) should be

designed to serve only that traffic to and from

outlying portions of the Metropolitan Area.

Traffic between the expressways and inlying sec-

tions of the city, such as Downtown Boston, should
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be excluded from the expressway system. This
will avoid encouraging short haul traffic to use
expressways between the North Terminal Area and
central sections of the city, which would result
in additional overloading of these facilities.
It is intended that improved surface arterial
routes handle this inbound traffic.

Proposed Street and Highway Plan

Given the preceding objectives, a number of street and
highway systems were developed and then tested for ade-
quate capacity by means of preliminary traffic assign-
ments until a satisfactory solution was developed. Addi-
tional alternates were considered but then rejected for

failure to provide for the major elements set forth in

the preceding.

The development of the recommended plan proceeded through
these alternates:

The first scheme tested considered all but strictly
local traffic to be assigned to the currently pro-
posed expressway system. No surface arterials were
included. All expressways except the facility to
the northeast were extremely overloaded and the al-
ternate was summarily rejected.

The second alternate considered the currently pro-
posed expressway system loaded only up to its capa-
city with excess through traffic assigned to the
existing system of surface arterial routes. Because
of existing serious capacity limitations both on the
expressway system across the Charles River and on
the surface arterial system along Northern Artery,
at Leverett Circle, along Rutherford Avenue, and at

City Square, this scheme was found to be seriously
inadequate.

*The third alternate had as principle features the
currently proposed expressway system plus the up-
grading of existing surface arterial routes. These
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arterial improvements included a new bridge in the
vicinity of Warren Avenue Dam and extensive revisions
to Leverett Circle. This scheme also failed to pro-
vide sufficient capacity, mostly because of the ex-
pressway deficiencies across the Charles River.

An additional concept involving direct expressway
connections to a new north-south bridge over the
Charles River and leading to Leverett Circle was con-
sidered. In this case the surface arterial system
was retained much as it is today. Although express-
way capacity restrictions at the Charles River were
materially reduced, the total concept seriously failed
to provide sufficient capacity to satisfy traffic de-
mands and was therefore rejected.

A number of other alternates involving greater use of
Prison Point Bridge and Northern Artery or extensive
upgrading of the Central Artery Bridge over the Charles
River, were also considered but were rejected because
of capacity deficiencies or design difficulties.

From the testing of these various alternates for adequate
traffic service, plus preliminary design studies, the street
and highway system shown in Figure 19 was finally evolved.
This thoroughfare system, shown along with the proposed
rapid transit improvements, has as its principle features
the following elements:

1. Interstate Route 93, Mystic River Toll Bridge
(Interstate Route 95) , the Inner Belt in Cam-
bridge, and the Central Artery are all inter-
connected via the east-west leg of the Inner Belt
across the North Terminal Area. This expressway
construction is of utmost importance to all as-
pects (traffic flow, land redevelopment, local
access) of the plan.

2. A new bridge across the Charles River between
City Square and Leverett Circle is proposed, with
one of the major functions of this bridge being
the relief of the Central Artery Bridge for both
Mystic River Bridge traffic and Inner Belt traffic.
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As shown in Figure 20, it is intended that this
bridge be designed to harmonize with potential
recreational and aesthetic development of the
Charles River.

A highly improved surface arterial route is pro-
posed to connect Rutherford Avenue southeast of
Sullivan Square, pass through Charlestown south
of City Square, and connect to the existing Char-
lestown Bridge plus a new bridge proposed in con-
junction with the Warren Avenue Dam. These bridges
are suggested to operate as one-way facilities.

High capacity ramps are proposed to connect from
Interstate 93 directly into and through Sullivan
Square so as to further avoid the restrictions on
the Inner Belt-Central Artery connection.

Extensive improvements are indicated on Northern
Artery from west of Prison Point-Memorial into
and through Leverett Circle. Such improvements
are dictated not only by northern artery traffic
flow, but also in order to solve the problem of
Leverett Circle congestion.

The City Square street system and ramps between
both the Mystic River Bridge and Central Artery
are suggested for significant improvement. The
ramps between surface streets and the Central
Artery to the south are indicated to be removed,
with traffic intended to follow the improved ar-
terial streets to the new Charlestown-Warren Avenue
one-way bridge system.

The traversing of the Charlestown residential
area is to be eliminated through revisions to
the street pattern within the area and the up-
grading and relocation of parts of both Medford
and Rutherford. The new pattern of routes will
take the foima of a perimeter around the residen-
tial area.

Prison Point Bridge is proposed to be rebuilt and
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provided with more efficient connections to
Memorial Drive and to relocated Rutherford.

9. Ramps between the Inner Belt (and Route 2) and
Northern Artery are proposed not only to provide
local access for adjacent industrial areas; but
also to provide for diversion of traffic away
from the Inner Belt-Central Artery constrictions.

10. Both the Charlestown-Warren Avenue one-way bridge
system and the Leverett Circle Interchange are
intended to directly interconnect with the proposed
thoroughfare system in the Government Center-North
Station areas.

11. Locations where access should be developed between
major arterial routes and local streets should be
located (as indicated in Figure 19) so as to a^

provide efficient accessibility, and b) maintain
the effectiveness of the arterials

,

Future Traffic Assignments

To test the proposed thoroughfare plan and allow more de-
tailed geometric designs to be prepared, the traffic assign-
ments in Figure 21 were developed. The volumes shown re-
present 1980 daily flow and are for two-way movements un-
less indicated otherwise. These traffic assignments indicate
a satisfying of the specific transportation requirements
set forth earlier in the Study. Sufficient capacity is

provided in the recommended plan to adequately serve ve-
hicular travel needs.
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PART VI

FUNCTIONAL STREET AND HIGHWAY GEOMETRICS

Just as the formulation of a proper transportation plan is
dependent on the study given to the various combinations
of public transportation and private vehicular facilities,
in the same manner the final detailed geometries for a

particular intersection or interchange are the result of
numerous alternate design studies.

The following discussion and illustrations present a sum-
mary of the functional geometric designs of the various
interchanges and intersections which are of critical im-
portance to the development of the total transportation
plan.

City Square Area

The routes involved in designs for the City Square area
include an east-west connection between relocated and im-
proved Rutherford Avenue and the Charlestown and new Warren
Avenue bridges, and a north-south route leading via a new
bridge over the Charles River to Leverett Circle, and inter-
secting ramps from the Inner Belt. Further ramp connec-
tions between City Square and the Mystic Bridge-Central
Artery via Chelsea and/or Water Streets are also a part
of design considerations. In addition, the elevated Inner
Belt-Mystic Bridge-Central Artery structures, the proposed
M.T.A. route, and a railroad spur track to Hoosac Pier are
of major significance to the development of any geometric
designs

.

Alternate A

The main feature of this scheme (shown in Figure 22) inclu-
des the use of the existing ramps to and from the Mystic
River Bridge at City Square. The retention of these ramps
leaves an area of approximately eleven acres of land with
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questionable development possibilities between the two
access roadways.

Connections between City Square and Leverett Circle were
developed involving the use of existing ramps. These con-
nections however, are limited to the capabilities of the
undesirably short weaving sections between the ramps to
and from Leverett Circle and the ramps to and from City
Square. Furthermore, the principle that all ramps in the
North Terminal Area should serve only traffic destined to
(or coming from) areas outlying the study boundaries rather
than inlying areas is violated by these ramps

.

Access from the Inner Belt to City Square or the Navy Yard
is extremely difficult, with traffic having to weave first
across northbound traffic from the Central Artery and then
across northbound traffic from Leverett Circle.

Rutherford is suggested to operate as a pair of one-way
roadways connecting to the existing Charlestown Bridge
and the proposed Warren Avenue Bridge, which are both to
also become one-way. The alignment of Rutherford is shifted
southward to avoid residential areas on the nearby hill.
(An alternate alignment which avoids the YMCA is also shown
on Figure 22.) Other factors affecting the alignment and
elevation of Rutherford are clearance above the railroad
spur track, existing elevation of the Charlestown Bridge,
column locations for the overhead structures, and the
necessity of proper distance between adjacent signalized
intersections. This intersection spacing affects signal
progression, storage of vehicles, and intersection capa-
city, and involves not only east and west bound Rutherford
but also Chelsea and Water Streets. An attempt was also
made, although not successfully, to locate intersections
away from the elevated roadways so as to improve sight
distances and visability.

Other Alternates .)•.
Design studies of this area produced a number of other
alternates. These included:

Direct ramps between Chelsea-Water in the City
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Square area and the proposed bridge leading to Lev-
erett Circle. This involved four levels of roadways.

Various designs using Chelsea and Water Streets as a

one-way couplet. This feature is recommended as a

part of the final proposed solution.

Removal of the existing ramps between City Square
and the Central Artery.

Various alignments for Chelsea and/or Water Streets
so as to maximize land available for redevelopment.

Other more radical concepts considered converting the
Central Artery Bridge, Storrow connection from Leverett
Circle, a new bridge between City Square and Leverett Cir-
cle, and a portion of the Inner Belt into an immense ex-
press-^type traffic circle. The possibility of widening
the Central Artery Bridges over the Charles River was
also investigated and rejected because of cost and prac-
ticality.

Recommended Alternate

As shown in Figure 2 3 and marked Alternate B, the proposed
system of streets and highways consists of both an east-
west one-way pair (Rutherford) and a north-south one-way
pair (Chelsea-Water) . These routes intersect at a series
of high capacity signalized intersections.

Ramps to and from the Central Artery (south) are elimin-
ated and ramps to and from the Mystic Bridge are revised
as shown. All streets are located so as to minimize ex-
cessive land takings, but with such locations consistent
with good geometric design, signal operations, sight dis-
tances, and economy of construction. (While it is con-
ceivable that further highly detailed design studies could
locate Rutherford so as to avoid the Y.M.C.A., this is

highly improbable because of the locations of existing col-

umns) .

The Inner Belt is connected to both City Square and Lev-
erett Circle via connections to the new north-south bridge
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over the Charles River. This same bricSge provicSes an ef-
ficient connection to the Mystic River Toll Bric3ge via
Chelsea-Water

,

Special roadways anc3 channelization have been introc3uce(3

into the c3esign so as to provic3e maximum efficiency for
vehicles to anca from the Navy Yarca , Bunker Hill area, an(3

the U.S.S. Constitution historical area. This has the
acScSeca acSvantage of minimizing Navy traffic use of Charles-
town resic3ential streets .

The number of lanes requirec3 at the four major signal
points between Rutherfor<3 anc3 Chelsea-Water are as follows;

RUTHERFORD - CHELSEA LANE REQUIREMENTS

DIRECTION



Drive to the south. Northern Artery to the west, Storrow
connection to Central Artery, the Nashua-Lowell surface
street system, and the new Bridge leading to City Square
and the Inner Belt ramps. In addition, such factors as

the following also have a controlling effect on any plans
developed

:

Land acquisition in the West End Project must be
avoided

.

To the extent possible, existing construction such
as the tunnel and ramps leading to the Central Artery
should be incorporated into any new designs.

The aesthetic relationship between the West End Pro-
ject and the Charles River Basin should not be ham-
pered by lengthy elevated roads.

Major bridges crossing over the Charles River must
clear the water level by 23 feet (this is the same
clearance provided by the existing Charlestown Bridge
over mean high tide water level)

.

The proposed bridge leading to City Square should be
located so as to not require the immediate removal
of the existing railroad drawbridge leading to North
Station.

The existing Charles River Dam Bridge must be allowed
to remain, at least temporarily, because of the in-

vestment currently being made to rehabilitate this
bridge.

The design proposed for the Leverett Circle Area is shown

in Figure 24, The facilities indicated provide for all

major traffic interchanges between routes as well as for

some of the minor movements. Certain minor movements how-
ever have been eliminated in order to allow a feasible de-

sign to be attained.

The basic form of the new Leverett Circle Interchange is

as a three-level structure with the lowest level consisting
of the existing tunnel the middle level at ground elevation,
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and the upper level on structure at much the same eleva-
tion as the existing Lechmere rapid transit line. The
lowest or tunnel level is used for interchange between
the connection to the Central Artery and Storrow Drive, as

it is today; the ground level is basically reserved for
north-south traffic and certain of the ramp facilities;
the upper level basically provides for east-west traffic
to and from Northern Artery. It became necessary to ele-
vate this roadway not only because of clearance require-
ments above water level, but also in order to achieve a

workable interchange design.

The proposed plan is designed not only to solve the problems
of interchange at Leverett Circle, but also to properly in-
terconnect with the Nashua-Lowell Street System which inter-
connects with proposed streets in the Government Center,
North Station and West End redevelopment projects. Access
to these projects is suggested as shown.

Other alternate designs were considered involving the use
of at-grade signalized intersections, alternate arrange-
ments of structures, or combinations of the two. Because
of capacity restrictions (especially through signalized
intersections), design difficulties involving excessive grades,

sub-standard radii or weaving sections, or inability to
provide required connections between the various routes,
these alternates were rejected.

The niamber of lanes required for the various legs of the
intersection, based on 1980 anticipated traffic volumes,

.

'

are indicated in the following table:

LEVERETT CIRCLE LANE REQUIREMENTS

DIRECTION



LEVERETT CIRCLE LANE REQUIREMENTS (Con't)

DIRECTION

Northbound Storrow Drive
Northbound Storrow Drive
Northbound Storrow Drive
Northbound Storrow Drive
Southbound City Sq.-Leverett Circle

Bridge
Southbound City Sq.-Leverett Circle

Bridge

MOVEMENT LANES

R(to Nashua-Lowell
R(to Central Artery)
L(to Northern Artery)
S(to City Square)
R(to Northern Artery)

S(to Storrow Drive)

R-right turn, S-straight ahead, L-left turn

Northern Artery-Prison Point-Cambridge Intersections

As shown in Figure 25, express -type traffic on the Northern
Artery is carried over the Prison Point -Memorial intersec-
tion on an elevated roadway. This separation of grades
is required in order to provide sufficient capacity for
both north-south, and east-west traffic. Service roads are
retained east of Prison Point at ground level, both to
serve the Science Museum and to provide for turning move-
ments to and from Prison Point-Memorial . The alignment
suggested for Northern Artery east of Prison Point-Memorial
extends from the present south curbline of Charles River
Dam northward into the areas now utilized by the Lechmere
rapid transit line. Similarly the widening of Prison Point
and its connection to Memorial extends from the west right-
of-way line eastward, in order to avoid several buildings
north and south of the intersection. The Prison Point

-

Memorial connection presupposes that Lhe Lechmere Canal
will be filled, with those industries dependent on the
Canal relocated. This then will allow a widened roadway
as indicated.

Even though through east-west traffic is removed from the
intersection and placed on an elevated structure, heavy
turning movements from northbound to westbound, and from
eastbound to southbound require dual turning lanes. The
lane requirements for each of the approaches to the inter-
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section are tabulated in the following:

PRISON POINT - NORTHERN ARTERY LANE REQUIREMENTS

DIRECTION
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NORTHERN ARTERY - CAMBRIDGE LANE REQUIREMENTS

DIRECTION
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Sullivan Square

The ramps to and from Interstate 93 proposed to be con-
nected directly into the existing overpass structure at

Sullivan Square as shown in Figure 28. This precludes
the use of this overpass structure for northwest -south-
east bound traffic on Rutherford-Mystic Avenue -Broadway

.

Therefore, a new structure is suggested for northwest
bound Rutherford Avenue, bridging the underpass to and
from Maiden Bridge in order to eliminate the awkward move-
ment around the looping roadway north of Main with its
attendant weaving problems

.

Also suggested is a more efficient connection from northeast-
bound Washington both to northwest -bound Broadway-Mystic
and to the ramps leading to the expressway.

Access from the surface roadways located under the elevated
express roadways west of Sullivan Sqxiare is suggested for

the potential development areas north and south of Broadway-
Mystic .

Washington —Warren — Causeway

The requirements of the surface roadways in this area are
to distribute traffic between the existing Charlestown
Bridge and proposed Warren Avenue Bridge (which will op-
erate as a one-way couplet leading to Rutherford Avenue)
and the proposed street system in the Government Center-
Downtown North renewal areas.

It is anticipated that the traffic carried on the two
bridges over the Charles River will be distributed to Cause-

way Street to the southwest, Commercial-Atlantic (improved
as proposed by others) to the east, and Washington Street
plus a new surface roadway under the Central Artery south
of Causeway. The geometries shown in Figure 29 have been
tested for their workability by comparing anticipated vol-
umes with capacities available through various designs.
The required number of lanes indicated by these studies
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at each of the two intersections involved are as follows

VJ7^rvR/]N-CAUSEWAY LANE REQUIREMENTS

DIRECTICi:
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ramp. Further considerations in the development of this
ramp scheme are the very difficult grades caused by topo-
graphy, the elevated roadways along the Northern Artery and
the clearances over railroad tracks. The alignment shown
was selected in order to provide a workable design as
well as to both minimize land acquisition, and to retain
adequate sized parcels of land.

Expressway Geometries

The general alignments of the expressways in the North
Terminal Area are to a considerable extent dictated by
the control points given for proposed highway improvements
beyond the Study Area. Some flexibility existed, however,
in the alignment of the Inner Belt. This route is suggested
to be located as shown so as to provide as direct a path
as possible for by-pass traffic around the Central Area
of Boston, A further virtue in the alignment indicated
is its straightness ; the absence of reverse curves allows
for a more acceptable geometric design. The location of
existing or contemplated buildings plus consideration of
rail and transit facilities also affected the alignment.

To the extent possible, all transportation facilities lo-
cated in the area between Prison Point Bridge and the
Charles River have been consolidated into a single com-
pact corridor. This corridor consists of the Inner Belt,
rapid transit facilities, a transit station, a railroad
spur track leading to Hoosac Pier and the Navy Yard, and
relocated Rutherford Avenue. West of Prison Point it is

suggested that the M.T.A. rapid transit tracks be located
directly under the Inner Belt for some distance to further
minimize land acquisition.

The design of the expressways (as well as major surface
arterial streets) is based on a balanced lane concept,
with the number of lanes for main roadways, interconnec-
tions between main roadways, and ramps indicated in the
table on the following page.
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PART VII

STREET AND HIGHWAY ENGINEERING

The general objective of this phase of the study has been
to demonstrate the feasibility of the previously discussed
highway proposals from an engineering point of view. More
specifically, the scope of this portion of work has in-
cluded the following:

1. As the recommended system of major highway facili-
ties was being identified through land develop-
ment, traffic planning, and preliminary geometric
design studies, all access controlled express-
ways, complex interchanges and major streets were
reviewed for design geometries and analyzed for
engineering feasibility.

2. Preliminary plans, profiles and geometries have
been prepared with designs in conformance with
appropriate federal and local design standards.

3. Right-of-way requirements have been determined
for all new major highways which are proposed
in the North Terminal Area. In addition, cost
estimates have been prepared as a part of this
phase of the study, however these cost figures
are included later in the report.

It should be pointed out that the purpose of this study
is the establishment of general plans with all encumber-
ing details, estimate of costs, general extent of right-
of-way requirements, and the engineering feasibilities
which include construction and staging. It is not the
purpose of this report however to go into refinements of
intricate and complete detail design of various parts of
the improvement. This should become the task of the
agencies who are charged with the design of the final
construction plans.
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In the preparation of final construction plans , a great
many difficulties will undoubtedly be encoutered, which
will make it necessary to make some adjustment, modifi-
cations, and detailed changes. Thus an ample period of
time for the completion of the detail design work should
be arranged in advance and ample funds for engineering
should be provided at an early stage.

Specifications

In general, all studies are based on prevalent specifi-
cations for highway design and construction. These speci-
fications are :

1. Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges
(Eighth Edition) of the American Association of

State Highway Officials.

2. Standard Specifications for Welded Highway and
Railroad Bridges of the American Welding Society.

3. A Policy on Arterial Highways in Urban Areas
A.A.S .H.O.

4. Report by the "Special Freeway Study and Analysis
Committee", February 1960, to the Executive Com-
mittee of A.A.S. H.O.

It is not the purpose of this report to go into details
of specification and design of pavement, bridges, drain-
age, lighting, railing, signs, etc. Rather, the latest
developments for urban highways are recommended and have
been used in connection with the studies as presented
and were considered when estimates of cost were prepared.

Subsoil Conditions and Foundations

Since detailed subsoil investigations were beyond the

scope of this study, recommendations have had to be based
on such data as were available from other studies. There-
fore , it is imperative that thorough subsoil investigations
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be made prior to preparation of detail construction plans.
Final decisions should be based on:

1. Careful and complete subsurface investigations.

2. Adequacy and economy.

3. Special conditions which might eliminate selecti-
vity of type of foundation at some location.

Most of the surface proposed to be used for the develop-
ment consists of miscellaneous fill , underlaid by river
and sea deposits before a hard clay strata and bedrock is

encountered. The fill is random fill, and consists of all
kinds of materials such as garbage, brick, cinders and
gravel. Due to its lack of proper compaction and its
variation, it cannot be considered adequate as a bearing
stratum in most cases.

The water table is high and it can be assumed that spread
footings (except for some very minor parts of the improve-
ment) cannot be used. Some of the soft clay strata seem
to extend to a depth of beyond 85 feet. Thus friction
piles which might produce large settlement over the first
few years after completion of construction should be ruled
out. It is recommended that high capacity bearing piles
or drilled-in caissons will give the best results.

Detailed Highway Plan

The street and highway plan developed in preceding sections
of the report as well as the functional geometries earlier
described have been translated into a series of preliminary
plans and profiles. An index of these preliminary high-
way plans is shown in Figure 31; more detailed plans with
stationing and profiles established , are shown in Figures
32 through 42. (Supplementary profiles and sections are
shown in Appendices III and IV.) It should be noted that
in addition to the proposed highway plan, these illus-
trations also indicate the proposed transit route which
is described later in this report.
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Particularly complicated areas have been studied, and de-
tails of suggested solutions are presented in the Appendix.
These complex sections include:

1. Four areas of interference between the existing
Central Artery and the proposed alignment of
Rutherford Avenue and the Chelsea Street-Water
Street System. A schematic structural solution
is shown in Appendix IV - 5

.

2. The main part of the proposed City Square -

Leverett Circle Bridge over the Charles River,
which consists of four 155 foot spans. With
this scheme the portion of the Charles River that
is used today as a main channel need not be de-
creased in size and can remain in the same location.

3. Rutherford Avenue, the Inner Belt, the M.T.A.
tracks and the railroad spur track to the United
States Navy Yard. A cross section of this entire
complex of facilities is taken south of the pro-
posed M.T.A. City Square station, and is shown
in Appendix IV - 3

.

.

Structural Design

Foundations . A study of the logs of the borings taken for
the Mystic River Bridge, the Charles River Dam, the Charles-
town Connection and the Prison Point Bridge reveals that
a variety of soil conditions exist in this region. In
some areas deep fills have been made, in others a layer
of soft clay or silt of variable thickness exists at a

considerable depth below the surface while in some places
hard and, firm clays exist at or just below the present
ground surface. It is therefore impossible that any one
type of foundation would be structurally and economically
suitable for all the structures under consideration.
Prior to the final design a series of comprehensive subsoil
explorations would be required after which the structural
and economic advantages of the various types of foundations
could be determined. For estimating purposes, however,
bearing piles have been assumed to allow a determination
of the approximate cost of this project.
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Framing ." From experience it has been found that reinforced
concrete floor slabs supported on rolled beam stringers or
built up girders (depending on the span length) spaced 5

feet to 8 feet on center and continuous over 3 or 4 spans
with composite action for live loads best combines economy
with a pleasing appearance. For the substructure of the
bridges, concrete piers with round columns and cantilevered
cap beams are most suitable, although final determination
should be made when detail plans are prepared. Consider-
ation should be given to the esthetics of elevated struc-
tures when they are located in easy range Of view to the
public. In such areas as City Square, Northern Artery,
and the Leverett Circle complex, it is possible that such
detailing as shown in Figure 43 might be used. In cases
where the horizontal curvature of the roadway prevents
the use of continuous stringers, simple span stringers
with composite action for live loads would be used.

At interchanges and where existing streets or railroads
are located below the roadway, the location of the pier
columns becomes limited and in these situations the piers
should be constructed of structural steel. Due to the
relatively high cost of these piers it becomes economical
to lengthen the span of the stringers and instead of rolled
beams, welded plate girders should be used.

Where the Inner Belt consists of two "stacked" roadways
under which pass the tracks of the Boston and Main Rail-
road and the M.T.A., the piers must be constructed of
structural steel, and here too the spans will be relatively
long and the stringers should be welded plate girders.

The new bridge over the Charles River crosses the channel
at an acute angle necessitating a long span of approxi-
mately 155 feet. In this span the stringers must be
welded plate girders of low alloy steel with concrete piers.

At the Charles River Dam the elevated roadway and ramps
will be supported on steel piers that will bear on the

existing piers of the M.T.A. structure and on the dam.

The proposed Prison Point Bridge will, in general, be lo-
cated on the same line as the existing bridge and the
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present substructure should be utilized wherever possible.
The proposed southbound lanes have been located over the

existing structure and it is possible that only the pro-
posed northbound lanes will require additional substructure.
When the structure is ultimately designed, a complete study
of the existing substructure and of the soil conditions
should be made. If this study should indicate that the
existing substructure can be used as part of the proposed
improvement, the final alignment should be set so that the

proposed median will be over the eastern limits of the

existing piers. This will allow the placing of a longi-
tudinal expansion joint in the median. This joint will
be necessary to compensate for a possible difference in

settlement which might occur between the portion of the

pier which is on the existing substructure and that portion
which is new in its entirety.

In most cases the structural steel to be used will be
A.S.T.M. A36 which has a permissible working stress of
20,000 p.s.i. An exception will be in the steel piers
and long span stringers where low-alloy steel A.S.T.M.
A441 should be used whenever economically feasible.

Connections to Existing Construction . At the interchange
area near City Square, the geometry of the lower roadways
conflicts with some of the existing piers of the Central
Artery. Detailed studies of these critical points were
made and schemes have been devised whereby these piers
can be supported and the interference removed while traffic
on the existing elevated roadways is being maintained.
At Sullivan Square , the proposed additional two lanes
which will provide direct connection for outbound traffic
between Rutherford Avenue and Mystic Avenue will require
special structural framing where the roadways cross the

tunnel which connects Rutherford Avenue and the Maiden
Bridge. A portion of the existing elevated structure that
connects Rutherford Avenue to Broadway and Mystic Avenue
will have to be removed to permit a grade line transition.
This structure will then be continued and be part of the

ramp connecting Rutherford Avenue to the Northern Express-
way.

Sections. Due to the complex geometry and the special
conditions imposed by existing roadways, the widths and
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elevations vary greatly. Sections of the elevated roadway
at several locations are shown in Appendix IV to better
illustrate some typical conditions.

Fill and Retaining Walls . Where the difference in elevation
between existing ground and elevated roadway is less than
20 feet (approximately) and where no other limiting con-
ditions are encountered, it will be more economical for
first cost and maintenance to support the roadway on fill.
This has been done in the study and the fill areas are
shown on the plan

.

Where the difference in elevation between the elevated
roadway and the existing ground is very small, under 10 feet
and conditions limit the width so that normal side slopes
cannot be used for the fill, it will become necessary to
retain the fill with concrete retaining walls. In this
study such conditions exist at various places which are
shown on the plans. A section through a roadway supported
on retained fill is shown in Appendix IV - 6.

Drainage

Adequate drainage is an important feature in the design of
any highway system. The drainage system should collect
and dispose of all surface water which may reach the pro-
posed roadway. Since the highway system which is proposed
for the North Terminal Area is either elevated structure
or pavement on fill, the drainage system that will be pro-
vided should be able to accommodate the runoff from a storm
which may occur on the average of once every ten years.
The gutter grades should be such that the water flowing in
them will maintain a cleansing velocity in such a storm.
It can be noted on the Plan and Profile sheets (Figures 32

through 42, and Appendix III) that a minimum roadway grade
of 0.3 percent has been used. The inlets should be spaced
so that there is a maximum encroachment on the roadway
pavement of 3 feet during the design storm.

Since the existing drainage system in the North Terminal
Area has been in use for many years and is inadequate in
some areas, the construction of a new collector system
which would serve the proposed highways and decrease the
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load on the existing system is recommended. This system
could be a main drain located under the Inner Belt with
lateral sewers serving the other improvements. Since this

main drain will collect only storm water, it can be dis-
charged into the Charles River. This main drain should

be constructed well in advance of the improvement in order

to eliminate interference during construction and in order

to be ready to dispose of storm water when the improvement
is partly and fully completed. The drainage system should
be of such size that it will adequately handle the storm
water from both the highway system and the adjacent land

which is to be redeveloped.

A tentative study has been made to obtain an approximate

cost for this drainage system, using a ten-year storm
frequency. The proposed system consists of main drains,

lateral sewers, necessary appurtenances, and a large pump-
ing station. The main drain is located along the align-

ment of the highway arteries and all the lateral sewers

will discharge into it. The pumping station was located

at the north bank of the Charles River west of the Central
Artery. It will have to lift the storm water from the

terminus of the main drain, about 16 feet, to its discharge

into the Charles River.

The estimated cost of this system is $3,000,000, of which
less than one-third could be attributed to the proposed
highway system. Only that portion of the total cost which
can be attributed to the highway system should be paid for

by highway funds and the remainder from funds put aside

for land redevelopment.

Lighting

The type of roadway, roadway alignment, the vehicular and

pedestrian traffic volumes, are all factors in planning
proper roadway lighting. Lighting is necessary to safe-

guard, facilitate, and encourage both vehicular and pedes-

trian traffic during the non-daylight hours.

The amount of lighting facilities provided is in part a

matter of economics and aesthetics, but the light level

should meet the minimum code levels established by the
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American Standards Association in their publication,
"American Standard Practice for Street and Highway Light-
ing .

" It is important that roadway lighting be so designed
that it will provide traffic safety. In the areas that
involve pedestrian traffic, the luminaires should be lo-
cated so that pedestrian crosswalks are illuminated effec-
tively. At a highway intersection or interchange the lu-
minaires should be located so that the full roadway, its
layout, signs, and pavement markings are easily discerned.
Because of the proximity of the interchanges proposed for
the North Terminal Area the entire roadways should be
lighted to eliminate the undesirable light-and-dark pattern
that would result if only the interchange area was provided
with lights

.

Signing

Effective signing is necessary to aid the driver, thus
avoiding confusion, delay and congestion. Guide signs,
located close to the point of turning and in advance of
the turning areas , will alleviate conflicts and prevent
speed reduction. The signs should be designed and located
so that they are prominent and clearly understood by all
drivers. In a complex, such as proposed for the North
Terminal Area, the signs should be directly over the pave-
ment and supported either by mast arms or trusses. The
advance signs, warning of both exit and entrance ramps,
will allow the driver time to maneuver from one lane to
another. Signs in advance of an entrance will tend to move
through traffic out of the lane which is adjacent to the
ramp, thereby allowing a large volume of traffic from the
ramp to enter the expressway at a higher speed. Since
lighting is to be provided for the proposed improvement,
the signs should also be lighted for easy recognition at
night. It has been observed that on many projects the
signing follows after an expressway has been opened to
traffic. It is strongly urged that all signs be in place
before the improvement be opened for the use of the public.
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Right of Way Requirements

The studies which were made to determine the amount of
right-of-way or easement that will be necessary for the
improvement took into consideration the location of exist-
ing buildings and the local street pattern. Where major
points of conflict occur between the existing topography
and the highway alignments proposed for the North Terminal
Area, the necessary right-of-way has been kept to a mini-
mum by the use of the elevated structure or retained fill.

In locations where the required amount of right-of-way
either eliminates access to abutting property or requires
such a large portion of the lot that the remainder will
be too small for any practical use , the entire lot should
be acquired. In some locations the proposed right-of-way
line passes through a large building. If the portion of
the building that would remain after the land has been
acquired is of sufficient size to be usable , only that
portion which is necessary should be acquired and a suit-
able allowance should be made to compensate for damages
and the cost of the construction which would be necessary
to restore and make usable the remaining portion of the

building. The total number of buildings eliminated by
the plan is approximately 250 structures of a residential
or commercial nature. (It should be noted that the scope
of work does not include a determination of the cost of
right-of-way acquisition.)

A portion of the proposed alignment of the Inner Belt
passes over the Boston and Maine Railroad's switching
yard. In this area the piers for the elevated structure
have been located so that the damage to existing tracks
has been held to a minimum. In the hump yard area the
proposed piers and the columns of the piers can be lo-
cated so that it will not be necessary to abandon any of
the tracks. In the part of the yard used to assemble the

trains, the piers interfere with some of the tracks, but
the relocation or installation of a switch will eliminate
the necessity of abandoning the entire track.
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An easement will be required for the above mentioned route
and also for the proposed Prison Point Bridge where it
passes over the Boston and Maine Railroad Yards. In the
case of the Prison Point Bridge, the easement will include
the existing easement plus an additional easement adjacent
to the east side.

The results of the studies are shown on Figures 32 through
42.

Coordination of Designs

The North Terminal Area Study as presented in this report
contemplates and takes into consideration various other
improvements for which studies and plans are under prepara-
tion by other agencies. These include:

Interstate Route 93 northwest of the study area.

Route 2 west of the study area.

The Warren Avenue Dam.

The reconstruction of the Charles River Dam Drawbridge.

Close cooperation will be needed where the proposed im-
provements of each agency join each other. In some cases
adjustment or shifting might be feasible without diffi-
culties. In other cases basic consideration and existing
topography will not permit deviations. It is very important
that close coordination be established between the respective
designs to avoid any embarrassment in overall planning.

Since the overall plan is going to be subject to stage con-
struction, the complete design of all facilities in some
complex areas will be necessary, rather than the design of
only initial portions of construction. This will then
eliminate the possibility of conflicting geometries and
profiles when the construction plans for the remaining por-
tion or portions of the program are prepared. These es-
pecially complicated areas include the Interstate Route 93 -

Inner Belt Interchange, the City Square complex, and the
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Leverett Circle - Northern Artery complex. More time and

money will be needed for the final planning and design of

these areas than for the other less complicated portions

of the study area.
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PART VIII

MASS TRANSIT ENGINEERING

The objective, as far as mass transit facilities are concern-
ed, of the North Terminal Area Study, is to establish func-
tional designs, test engineering, feasibility, and develop
preliminary cost estimates of maps, transit recommendations.

Figures 44 through 47 indicate general plans and profiles
for transit facilities in the Study Area. Also shown are
proposed highway plans, in order to indicate the relation-
ship between facilities. These plans are largely self-ex-
planatory; nevertheless they are discussed in the following
sections

.

Structures, Alignment and Profile

The mass transportation improvements recommended in this
Study for the North Terminal Area of Boston should not
incur excessive engineering problems during the period
of detailed design and construction. The most difficult
section will be found in design and construction of the
tunnel from Haymarket Square to the North Station. The
rapid transit station design will require careful coordin-
ation with urban renewal plans and highway designs. How-
ever, the majority of rapid transit improvements would
take place within the confines of the Boston and Maine
Yards where track would be placed on the surface or on
simple viaduct structures.

The construction of the tunnel section from Haymarket
Square to the North Station may involve a normal amount
of underground utilities which may require relocation.
This tunnel section will also require underpinning pro-
tection of the foundation of the North Station Industrial
Building north of Causeway Street. The tunnel location
does not cause conflict with the piers and foundations
of the Central Artery and its ramp nor with the existing
structure of the Everett and Lechmere lines. The junction
of the new tunnel with the existing tunnel under Haymarket
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Square may be accomplished with no interference with nor-
mal operation of the existing services.

The design of the recommended rapid transit route from
Haymarket Square to Charlestown, and then to Maiden (and
Somerville) contains a good alignment and profile that is

well within modern standards of rapid transit engineering.
There are only five curves involved in the main line lay-
out. Each has a radius greater than 1,500 feet. The pro-
file of the new line contains gradients that do not exceed
3.7 percent. The new line requires three raised viaduct
structures between downtown Boston and Maiden. The branch
line that would divert to Somerville will require two addi-
tional viaduct structures to pass over the main line rapid
transit tracks and the tracks of the Boston and Maine Rail-
road. The three structures required for the main line in-
clude a crossing of the Charles River on a fixed span stru-
cture adequately raised above the basin water level to per-
mit free flow of over traffic, a grade separated crossing
of the Boston and Maine Railroad tracks immediately south
of Cambridge-Washington Street and a fixed span structure
across the Mystic River over the present railroad crossing
upstream from the proposed new Metropolitan District Commis-
sion Mystic River Dam.

Rapid Transit Stations

The North Station would have train platforms one level
below the street surface (as shown in Figure 48). These
platforms would extend under Causeway Street to allow con-
venient passenger access from the Boston Garden and other
buildings on the north side of Causeway Street. The major
passenger entrance, fare collection facilities and esca-
lator exits would be located on the south side of Causeway
Street at street level on what is now the end of Haverhill
Street. In this location the passenger entrances and exists
would be adjacent to the North Station P.C.C. car turn
around track and would allow direct passenger transfer be-
tween lines.

The City Square station, shown in Figure 49, would be lo-
cated just west of Town Hill and New Rutherford Avenue, and
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south of Prison Point Bridge. Passengers from Charlestown
would be provided access to the station on a plaza over
Rutherford Avenue leading directly to the control house
and fare collection booths of the station. This plaza
would be connected to the new commercial and residential
center of Charlestown. Escalators would provide vertical
service from the center platforms to the control house.

Passenger access to the City Square stations would also
be available from the commercial area west of the rapid
transit line.

Surface bus service from Chelsea via the Mystic River
Bridge, the Navy Yard and all of Charlestown to the City
Square station would be accommodated on specially created
ramps connected with Rutherford Avenue. Buses would pick
up and discharge passengers alongside the control house.
Additional space would be provided for the storage of buses
at the terminal to permit efficient control of bus sched-
uling. Feeder buses from the East Cambridge-Lechmere Area
would also be adequately accommodated at the City Square
station, although it is recommended that the majority of
buses now terminating at Lechmere Square be re-routed to
the new Sullivan Square station or to the Kendall Square
or Central Square stations on the Cambridge-Dorchester
rapid transit line. Access to the City Square station
from Cambridge would be over the new Prison Point Bridge
onto the median strip of Rutherford Avenue under the pedes-
trian and bus plaza. The median strip has been designed
wide enough for off-street passenger loading and discharge,
and for a special bus turnaround for access to the north-
bound lanes of Rutherford Avenue. An escalator may easily
be provided for pedestrian access to the plaza from the
Rutherford Avenue street level.

The Sullivan Square station would be relocated to the
area just west of the railroad right-of-way between Cam-
bridge Street, Broadway and the Interstate Route 93. The
proposed layout is shown in Figure 50. Passengers would
enter the station in feeder buses over ramps constructed
next to the station building. Due to the large numbers
of passengers who would transfer between buses and the
rapid transit line, a two level bus pick-up and discharge
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area is recommended. Escalators should be used to carry-
rapid transit passengers up to the control house and bus
loading platforms. Passenger access from the proposed off-
street parking areas on the eastern side of the tracks
would be over a pedestrian overpass.

Despite extensions of rapid transit to Maiden, Route #128,
Somerville and communities in the northwestern sectors of
the metropolitan area, the Sullivan Square station will
remain as an important bus terminal transfer point due to
the large numbers of M.T.A. riders who reside in Somerville,
Everett and Medford. The Sullivan Square area is the most
logical location for a bus storage and maintenance center.
This should utilize part of the area west of the rapid tran-
sit tracks, and the remainder used for the parking of auto-
mobiles of patrons

.

Surface Transportation

The extension of rapid transit to Maiden along the Reading
Branch right-of-way of the Boston and Maine Railroad would
require modification of the entire system of bus routes
operating in Medford, Maiden, Everett and Chelsea to make
efficient use of new rapid transit stations. (See Figures
51 and 52.) They would be reduced in numbers, route length,
and operating costs. The majority would become circumfer-
ential and shorter and would be redirected to the nearest
transit station along the length of the extension.

The elimination of the Charlestown elevated structure and
the transit line relocation recommended in this study would
cause modifications to the bus routes now operating in the
Cambridge and Charlestown areas. These changes are indi-
cated below. It is to be noted that in every case an attempt
has been made to eliminate bus travel into the downtown
area to Haymarket Square and to reroute this traffic into
the Sullivan Square and City Square stations.

The elimination of the Lechmere elevated structure, and
the eventual rapid transit extension from the North Term-
inal Area to the Northwest will cause further modifications
of the existing feeder bus route system.
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Everett Terminal . The recommended abandonment of the
rapid transit service between Sullivan Square and the Ev-
erett Terminal would require the rerouting of buses which
now terminate at this station to other stations along the
extension north of the Mystic River or to the new Sullivan
Square station. Thus most of these bus routes would be-
come substantially shorter and less costly to operate.

Thompson Square Station . The Thompson Square Station on
the existing Main line would be eliminated when the rapid
transit facility is relocated. The station would be com-
bined with the new City Square Station. Patrons would use
bus service to the New City Square Station or walk the rel-
atively short distance.

City Square Station . The new City Square Station would
function as a primary bus terminal for routes over the
Mystic River Bridge, from the Charlestown Navy Yard, and
from all of the residential areas of Charlestown. In addi-
tion, provision has been made for buses from North Cambridge
via the Prison Point Bridge when the Lechmere car line has
been abandoned. The City Square Station transfer operations
would minimize and possibly eliminate present feeder bus
routes south of the Charles River to Haymarket Square.

Sullivan Square Station . The new Sullivan Square Station
is expected to remain as one of the more important bus
transfer points within the entire M.T.A. district. While
the Maiden extension would cause some changes of bus routes
operating in the Medford and Everett areas, substantial
bus operations must continue to operate through Somerville
and parts of Everett, Charlestown, Medford, Cambridge and
Arlington into the Sullivan Square Station. Even after
the extension of rapid transit service into Somerville
and the northwest, the highly intensive population of this
section of the metropolitan area will justify substantial
service into the rapid transit transfer point at Sullivan
Square

.

The Science Park Station . The Science Park Station on the
existing Lechmere car line would be eliminated with the
abandonment of the Lechmere elevated structure. At this
time, there is no bus service providing connections at

this point.
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The Lechmere Terminal . The Lechmere P.C.C. car line ter-
minal would be abandoned with the demolition of the elevated
structure. The P.C.C. cars would terminate and turnback
at the North Station and feeder bus lines would be rerouted
to other transfer points along the new rapid transit line.
The majority of the feeder buses would be rerouted into the
Sullivan Square station until such time as the extension
of rapid transit service through Somerville would be estab-
lished. At that time the feeder bus route system would be
reoriented to the new stations along that line. Some of
the feeder bus lines which are more local to North Cambridge
would be rerouted to Kendall Square and Central Square on
the Cambridge-Dorchester rapid transit line. With the
elimination of the Lechmere Viaduct the P.C.C. cars which
operate through the Boylston Street - Park Street tunnel
would be turned around at North Station. Provisions have
been made for direct passenger transfer at this station
between the P.C.C. line and the rapid transit line. It is
not contemplated that bus lines from Cambridge or Charles-
town would feed into the North Station.

Off-Street Parking

The North Terminal area is located close to downtown Boston
where land value is relatively high. Other sections of this
report indicate the type and intensity of land development
that may be expected in the near future. Due to pressures
for land, the location of the rapid transit line and stations
and the location and pattern of highways, off-street parking
facilities for M.T.A. patrons have been recommended only
for the Sullivan Square station within the North Terminal
Area. Many additional parking areas would be provided
along the entire route of the Maiden-Route 128 extension
north of the Mystic River.

Sullivan Square offers good opportunities for well-designed
off-street parking lots in close proximity to the transit
station. Part of the land between the station and the ex-
pressway is recommended for off-street parking facilities.
In addition, the land northeast of Mystic Avenue (east
of the track) is recommended for M.T,A. off-street parking.
In both of these areas the actual land to be obtained should
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be subject to further study in view of potential redevelop-
ment programs in this area.

The proposed abandonment of the existing Sullivan Square
terminal and adjacent M.T.A, facilities will release land
for other use. A large section of this land should be
allocated for new commercial and industrial development.
The area nearest the railroad tracks should be reserved
for off-street parking. The triangle of land bounded by
the railroad tracks, Broadway and Cambridge Street is another
site that can eventually be more intensely used for commer-
cial purposes due to its isolation. It is possible that
redevelopment plans for this entire land area will include
parking facilities designed to be jointly used by commer-
cial development and M,T,A, patrons.

Off-street parking possibilities also exist at City Square
under the many highways and expressways. However, it is

doubtful that extensive off-street parking facilities can
be developed in this area. It will be necessary to design
these facilities in greater detail before a final evalua-
tion is made. It has frequently been proposed to develop
the Boston and Maine Railroad yards south of the Charles
River as a commercial office and recreation area combined
with off-street parking for employees, visitors and M.T.A.
patrons. If this proposal is carried out, the use of M.T.A.
would be stimulated and, therefore, is to be recommended.

Maintenance and Storage Facilities

With the relocation of the Sullivan Square rapid transit
station and the abandonment of the elevated structure to
the Everett terminal and maintenance yards, a physical
connection would be provided with the tracks of the Grand
Junction Branch of the Boston and Albany Railroad,

The connection would be made north of the new Sullivan
Square station and would cross the Portland East Division
of the Boston and Maine Railroad at grade. A connection
exists between the Boston and Albany Railroad and the
maintenance shops in Everett that would be utilized to
complete the routing of the M.T.A. rapid transit cars into
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the shops. This connection would provide access for all
rolling stock operated on the Charlestown, Reading and
Somerville-Arlington-Woburn rapid transit lines.

The extension of rapid transit service to Maiden and/or
Reading will require that some of the rapid transit trains
be stored and/or turned back somewhere within the North
Terminal Area or immediately to the north. It would be
necessary to operate only the number of trains to Maiden
and Reading that would be required by the traffic demands.

On the one hand, it would be desirable to have the storage
turnback yard north of the Sullivan Square station. However,
the construction of a branch line through to Somerville
and Arlington may justify the location of a storage turn-
back yard before Somerville south of the point where the two
lines separate. This would indicate that these facilities
should be located north of the City Square station. It

would be desirable to make a final recommendation following
decisions with respect to the termini and length of all
rapid transit extensions in the area.

Relationship to Railroad Operations

The recommended alignment of the relocation of the Charles-
town elevated rapid transit line and its extension to Mai-
den and Route 128 would not cause any major interference
with railroad operations. Within the railroad yards of the
Boston and Maine Railroad, all areas and tracks that are
now served by the railroad will continue to be served with
the exception of the areas that are utilized by the rapid
transit facilities.

The extension to Maiden and Route 128 will preclude the
operation of railroad commuter service along this right-
of-way by the Boston and Maine Railroad. However, the
extension would be designed to permit the continuation
of existing railroad freight service.

The at-grade connection to the maintenance and storage
facilities in Everett, which are located north of Mystic
Avenue would not cause major disturbance to railroad oper-
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ations. Access to the maintenance yards of the M.T.A.
in Everett is required during off peak hours and can be
adjusted to railroad operations without difficulty.

The alignment of the rapid transit line as it emerges
from under the Inner Belt would not cause any conflict
with railroad operations as the proposed viaduct structure
would provide grade separation between the two systems.
The location of the Inner Belt and rapid transit line would
require the relocation of a few hundred feet of railroad
freight tracks to serve the existing buildings west of
Front Street.

The existing railroad line that now passes under the
Charlestown High Level Bridge and serves Hoosac Pier and
the Navy Yard would be relocated as shown in Figure 45

.

This relocation will place the railroad line between the
proposed new Rutherford Avenue and the rapid transit
tracks at the City Square station.

The Union Freight Railroad which currently provides ser-
vice to Commercial Street and Atlantic Avenue would con-
tinue service in approximately the same manner as it has
in the past without interference from the rapid transit
line. The present service on the Union Freight Railroad
consists of one major haul from South Boston to the Boston
and Maine yards in the North Terminal Area and a return
haul to South Boston each day. This service is usually
operated during the early hours of the morning between
12 midnight and 5 A.M. The long-range future is of doubt-
ful status due to redevelopment plans along the Atlantic
Avenue Waterfront and the future necessity of retaining
this line as a physical connection.

The design for the rapid transit assignments would allow
the Union Freight Railroad to continue in operation. This
design incorporates a crossing of the rapid transit line
and the Union Freight Railroad at-grade at a point slight-
ly north of the portal of the rapid transit line.
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PART IX

IMPLEMENTING THE RECOMMENDATIONS

For the first time in the Boston area, city, metropolitan,
state and federal agencies, and a private railroad corpor-
ation have joined to coordinate programs of land development,
urban renewal, mass transportation improvements, and Inter-
state and urban highways

.

The plan for the North Terminal Area has recognized the long-
standing and immediate commitments, plans and desires of
each of the cooperating agencies, and has combined them into
one coordinated physical design. Each agency is herewith
presented a comprehensive program of improvements for the
area which insures that each project is functionally and
physically compatible with all others.

The recommended improvements will require the long-term
investment of considerable amounts of public funds. This
is caused both by the continued postponements of badly
needed improvements during the past two and three decades,
and the difficulties of advancing with adequately designed
facilities among the complexities of previous commitments
and construction.

The costs of the program of improvements, as reported herein,
would prove to be much greater if the improvements were
planned and constructed as a result of unilateral action.
Possibly the improvements would not be undertaken at all
because of the excessive costs or inability to coordinate.
Such conditions for the past eight years have resulted in

practically no improvements throughout the entire North
Terminal Area. Responsible agencies have been relatively
unsuccessful in selling the need for projects on a unilateral
basis and the public funds have been directed elsewhere,
to other parts of the state or country, or not invested at
all.
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The North Terminal Area Plan should act as the basis for
renewed construction activity as long as the recommendations
are adopted by the respective agencies as policy decisions.
Although the individual projects can be readily constructed
as a matter of course by the individual agency that main-
tains a basic responsibility for each facility, the continued
coordination of detailed design will require constant co-
operation .

Of much greater importance is the clear-cut functional re-
lationship between each of the projects that requires that
the entire plan be adopted. The justification for each of
the projects is found, partly if not fully, in the fulfill-
ment of other facilities and projects incorporated within
the plan. For example, the renewal of Charlestown and the
North Station Area are fully dependent upon the relocation
of the Charlestown and Lechmere elevated structures; the
workability of the various parts of the Interstate express-
ways are dependent upon the creation of an adequate system
of arterial highways; the justification of a relocation of
the rapid transit line is found in the resultant opportuni-
ties of greater land development as well as the need for

higher capacity transportation service.

Within the not too distant future it is expected that a

total of nearly $200,000,000 will be invested in the North
Terminal Area by public agencies for the transportation
improvements recommended herein, urban renewal and re-
development, dams and river basin development and other
public facilities. Without question such public investment
will stimulate the spending of many additional millions of
dollars of private capital.

The transportation recommendations contained within this
report will cost $88,000,000. A major portion of this
amount will be financed by various sources of Federal aid;
approximately one-third of the investment required by local
agencies can be deferred until the late 1960 's or early
1970 's. In view of the importance of the recommended im-
provements, these required amounts should not over-burden
local financial resources.
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A detailed breakdown of the costs , staging of projects and
financing is outlined on the following pages.

Costs of the Program

Preliminary cost estimates have been made for all of the
major proposed improvements within the North Terminal Area.
These costs are summarized below. The estimates do not
include the cost of land takings because of the special
pattern of existing land ownership within the North Ter-
minal Area. They do include estimates for engineering and
contingencies which amount to 25 percent and 20 percent
of the actual construction costs respectively, for rapid
transit and highways.

I . Mass Transportation

The following cost estimates for the recommended
rapid transit line relocation from Haymarket Square
to the north bank of the Mystic River include all
construction, electrical duct lines and cables,
track, D.C. circuit breakers and transformer equip-
ment, lighting, ventilation, escalators, caternary
system, signals and communication equipment, and
necessary flagmen and watchmen.

Rapid transit tunnel from Haymarket
Square to Portal including the new
North Station. $7,250,000

From Portal to City Square Station,
including the bridge crossing of
the Charles River. . , ,

3,250,000

Relocated City Square Station and
bus terminal including bus ramps. 3,550,000

From City Square Station to Sullivan
Square Station including elevated
structure over Boston and Maine
tracks. 2,650,000
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Relocated Sullivan Square Station and
bus terminal including bus ramps, but
not bus maintenance facilities, or
offstreet parking. $ 2,375,000

From Sullivan Square Station to north
bank of the Mystic River, including
high level bridge. 2,240,000

Demolition of Charlestown elevated
structure from Haymarket Square to
Everett. 375,000

Demolition of Lechmere elevated
structure from Haymarket Square to
Lechmere Terminal. 185 ,000

Sub Total $21,875,000

II . Interstate Expressways

Inner Belt from Cambridge to Central
Artery. $28,948,000

Ramps between the Inner Belt and
City Square. 3,473,000

Ramps between the Inner Belt and
Northern Artery. 711,000

Interstate Route 93 to the Inner
Belt. 9,120,000

Ramp connection between 1-93 and
Sullivan Square. 2,403,000

Drainage attributable to proposed
highways

.

1,000,000

Sub Total $45,655,000
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III. Major Arterial Hicfhways

Relocated Rutherford Avenue to south
of City Square. $ 2,298,000

Warren Avenue Dam and Roadway (cost not
included)

The City Square to Leverett Circle
Bridge. 2,390,000

Chelsea-Water Street improvements
(exclusive of ramps). 888,000

Mystic River Bridge ramps to Navy
Yard area. 1,242,000

Improvements within the North Station
^^^3.. (costs not

.
. included
because of
pending re-
development
plans)

Prison Point Bridge. . 3,791,000

Leverett Circle interchange. 5,285,000

Northern Artery (elevated portion). 3,899,000

Northern Artery (surface improvements) . 772,000

Sub Total
,

,
. ,

$20,565,000

GRAND TOTAL $88,095,000
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Staging of Construction

The projects recommended for the North Terminal Area should
be constructed over a period of years. Some of the improve-
ments have been needed for many years, others have become
vital only recently, and some are not required until the
more distant future . The North Terminal Area Plan has set
the period 1975 - 1980 as the time by which all of the im-
provements will have become essential.

There are several items which influence the programming of
these improvements:

1. The importance of each project on the basis of
public need is perhaps the most significant
factor of all. Sections of expressways and high-
ways which will be continuations of other routes
that enter the area, must be considered of the
highest priority. Equally important are all types
of transportation improvements that will carry
the heaviest traffic or that will eliminate the
worst areas of conjestion, delay and travel in-
convenience ,

2. To the extent possible, each particular improvement
should serve a useful purpose in itself after com-
pletion.

3. The amount, availability and source of funds will
cause certain types of improvements to receive
a higher priority than others.

4. It is necessary to avoid a complete disruption to
important traffic routes or to avoid situations
that would concentrate traffic on detours resulting
in extreme traffic problems during the construction
period

.

5. Land development, urban renewal, and redevelopment
plans and programs will require that certain im-
provements be undertaken at certain periods of
construction in order to realize an efficient
construction program.
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The following construction staging is recommended as a re-
sult of an analysis of the needs of the North Terminal Area
and in recognition of the factors stated above . The pro-
gramming schedule is classified by three types of improve-
ments :

I . Mass Transportation

II. Interstate Expressways

III. Major Airteria] Highways

Further, the construction priorities are expressed in terms
of the need for:

A. Immediate Construction

B. Intermediate Construction

C. Deferred Construction

Immediate Construction refers to those projects for which
detailed design should be undertaken at once , with the ex-
pectation that construction will be started within a year.
Intermediate Construction refers to those projects that
should be completed within six or seven years, and Deferred
Construction refers to those projects that should be com-
pleted and in use within fifteen years.

I . Mass Transportation

A. Immediate Construction

1. The rapid transit line from Haymarket
Square through the North Terminal Area
to the Malden-Melrose Municipal Line, in-
cluding relocated stations at North Station,
City Square and Sullivan Square as well as
those required along the route of the ex-
tension.

2. Razing of the Charlestown elevated structure
from Haymarket Square to Everett (as soon as
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the new rapid transit line to Maiden is
completed)

.

3. Razing of the Lechmere elevated structure
from Haymarket Square to Lechmere (as soon
as the new rapid transit line to Maiden
is completed)

.

4. Off-street parking facilities in the
Sullivan Square area.

5. A new bus terminal at Sullivan Square in-
cluding facilities for the storage and
maintenance of bus equipment.

6. Reformulation of the feeder bus routes
and schedules in Charlestown, Cambridge,
Somerville, Maiden, Medford, Everett and
Arlington.

Intermediate Construction

1. The extension of the Charlestown -Maiden
rapid transit line to the Wakefield-Read-
ing Townline near Route 128 including the
necessary stations, bus transfer facilities
storage and maintenance facilities, and
off-street parking areas.

2

.

Improvements to the southern section of
the Forest Hills-Reading line to increase
ridership, alignment, capacities and speed.

3. The extension of rapid transit from the
North Terminal Area north of the City
Square Station to Somerville and then to
either North Cambridge and Arlington, or
Winchester and Woburn.

4. The necessary improvements and extensions
to the M.T.A. rapid transit system in the
southern and western parts of the metro-
politan area to provide necessary trans-
portation balance and service

.
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II . Interstate Expressways

A. Immediate Construction

The staging of Interstate expressways is con-
trolled to a great extent by the allocation
of Federal highway funds. It is not likely
that all expressways within the North Terminal
Area can be undertaken at one time because of
the considerable cost, even though the Inner
Belt, Interstate Route 93, and all connections
with the Central Artery, the Mystic River
Bridge and local streets have been required
for many years. Therefore, it is required
that all of these projects be classified for

immediate construction.

1. The Inner Belt Expressway from the western
limits of the study area, which is near
Webster Avenue in Cambridge , to the stub
connections with the Central Artery and
Mystic River Bridge. This facility should
be coordinated in design with the North-
west Expressway (Route 2)

.

2. Revisions to the ramp system between the
Inner Belt, Central Artery, and the City
Square arterial network.

3. The ramps between the Inner Belt Express-
way and the Northern Artery in the Washing-
ton-Medford Street area.

4. Interstate Route 93 from its current ter-
minus in Medford to its connection with the
Inner Belt in the North Terminal Area.

5. The ramp system connecting 1-93 with
Rutherford Avenue, Mystic Avenue and
Broadway in the vicinity of Sullivan
Square

.
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Ill . Major Arterial Highways

A. Immediate Construction

1. The relocation of Rutherford Avenue from
west of Prison Point Bridge to City Square,
and its continuation to the proposed
Warren Avenue Dam and existing Charlestown
Bridge. This section should also include
a temporary connection to the existing
Prison Point Bridge and the relocation
of the railroad spur track to the United
States Navy Yard.

2. The new Warren Avenue Dam over the Charles
River must be constructed at the same time
as Item 1 above

.

3. The City Square - Leverett Circle Bridge
over the Charles River, along with its
south approach and a temporary connection
to Leverett Circle.

4. The Chelsea Street - Water Street improve-
ments consisting of the relocation of
Chelsea and Water Streets from Bunker Hill
Street to the proposed City Square -

Leverett Circle Bridge and including all
ramps to and from the Mystic River Bridge.

5. The reconstruction of the Alford Street
Bridge over the Mystic River between
Charlestown and Everett which has already
been authorized by the state department
of Public Works.

B. Intermediate Construction

1. Improvements to the Sullivan Square area
exclusive of the ramp connections with
1-93.
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2. Improvements within the North Station
Area, including modifications to Nashua
Street, Lowell Street, Causeway Street,
Charlestown Bridge, North Washington
Street and the extension of Bridge Street
under the Central Artery. (All of these
improvements to be coordinated with plans
for the renewal of the North Station area.)

3. Reconstruction of the Prison Point Bridge
and its approaches from proposed Ruther-
ford Avenue to existing Commercial Avenue-
Memorial Drive. The construction should
also include the elevated ramp from north-
bound Prison Point Bridge to northwest-
bound Rutherford Avenue.

C. Deferred Construction

1. The Leverett Circle improvements which
commence at the south end of the City
Square-Leverett Circle Bridge and con-
tinue through existing Leverett Circle
to Storrow Drive. The construction will
also include the ramps between these

,

roadways and the Nashua-Lowell Street
improvements

.

2. Northern Artery elevated express roadways
from Second Street in Cambridge to the
connection with the Leverett Circle im-
provements .

3. At-grade Northern Artery improvements
from the existing structure over the
Boston and Maine Railroad to the improved
Charles River Dam structure. This will
also include the improvement of Cambridge
Street and its intersection with the
Northern Artery.
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Administrative and Financial Program

The following section is a summary of the costs of the
proposed improvements as tentatively assigned to the
various governmental agencies of the Boston Metropolitan
area. The summary includes reference to the formulae
which determine the amounts of Federal aid for these
facilities

.

A portion of the area under study in this report is present-
ly in the survey and planning stage of an urban renewal
project. Some of the necessary street and highway improve-
ments within the boundaries of this project area will be
financed as project expenditures since the proposed im-
provements will basically implement objectives established
by the urban renewal plan. (A summary statement regarding
this urban renewal project is included in the Appendix.)

I . Mass Transportation

Although the relocation of the Everett-Forest
Hills mainline from Haymarket Square to the
Mystic River is normally a responsibility of the
Metropolitan Transit Authority, Boston Redevelop-
ment Authority plans for both the Charlestown
Project and the North Station Area necessitate
this relocation. Accordingly, in conformance
with regulations of Federal and state urban re-
newal agencies, the replacement of these rapid
transit facilities may become, in part, a financial
responsibility of the Boston Redevelopment
Authority. This process will allow Federal urban
renewal funds to contribute to the extent that
newer facilities replace existing facilities.

Appendices V - 2 and V - 3 show the cost of rapid
transit that are to be replaced in the Charles-
town and North Station Redevelopment projects.
The cost of these facilities as assigned to the

Boston Redevelopment Authority total $21,875,000.
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The amount of Federal assistance for an urban re-
newal project is determined by a 1/3 - 2/3 for-
mula for sharing net project costs. Under this
formula the local share is 1/3 while the Federal
share is 2/3. Ultimately, therefore, 2/3 of the
cost of this improvement or $14,583,000 would be
provided for by Federal assistance, with the re-
maining 1/3, or $7,292,000 being the local con-
tribution for this improvement. This local cost
might be met by the M.T.A. or partly by the
Commonwealth.

Other methods of mass transportation financing
are expected to be available in the near future.
The greatest amount of aid will be forthcoming
upon passage of the Federal mass transportation
legislation through which the Federal government
will be authorized to contribute 2/3 of the net
cost of the rapid transit relocation. The
"Community Facilities Program" of the Federal
government offers an additional potential source
of financial aid. Upon adoption of the recommend-
ations herein the C.F.P. could be petitioned for
a loan that would immediately finance the prepara-
tion of detailed rapid transit construction plans.

1 1 • Interstate Expressways '

Financing of the Interstate system within the
North Terminal Area will follow the process
adopted for all Interstate highway construction
whereby the contribution by the local agency is
10 percent and the contribution of the Federal
Government through the Bureau of Public Roads of
the United States Department of Commerce is 90
percent

.

Interstate Expressways including the Inner Belt,
Route 1-93 and all ramp connections thereto:
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Massachusetts Department of
Public Works $ 4,565,500

United States Bureau of
Public Roads 41 ,089 , 500

TOTAL $45,655,000

III . Major Arterial Highways

The diverse nature , location and function of the
major arterial highway system recommended for the
North Terminal Area requires that f-'nancial and
administrative responsibilities be dispersed
among many organizations. The assignments have
been made as a result of many factors including
the interests of the various agencies, historical
responsibilities, the ability to justify financial
aid, and the assignment of traffic flows.

Relocation of Rutherford Avenue
Boston Redevelopment Authority -

Charlestown Urban Renewal
Project* $ 2,298,000

Warren Avenue Dam (costs not included)
Metropolitan District Commission

City Square-Leverett Circle Bridge
Metropolitan District
Commission $ 1,195,000

Massachusetts Port Authority 1 , 195 ,000

TOTAL $ 2,390,000

The amount of Federal assistance for an urban renewal
project is determined by the 1/3 - 2/3 formula for sharing
net project costs, as explained previously. Under this
formula, 2/3 of the cost of this improvement or $1,532,000
would be provided for by Federal assistance, with the re-
maining 1/3, or $766,000 being the local contribution for
this improvement. (One-half of this local cost will be
reimbursed through state urban renewal aid.)
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Chelsea Street-Water Street Improvements

Boston Redevelopment Authority-
Charlestown Urban Renewal Project*

TOTAL $ 888,000

Navy Yard - Mystic River Bridge
Ramps
Massachusetts Port Authority $1,242,000

Improvements within the North
Station Area (costs not included

pending redevelop-
ment plans .

)

Boston Redevelopment Authority
Downtown North Station Project

Prison Point Bridge

Metropolitan District
Commission $3,791,000

Leverett Circle Improvements

Metropolitan District
. Commission $2,642,500

United States Bureau of Public
Roads (through ABC Federal
Aid Program Acting through
the Massachusetts Department
of Public Works) $2,642 ,500

TOTAL ' $5 ,285 ,000
c

The amount of Federal assistance for an urban renewal
project is determined by the 1/3 - 2/3 formula for sharing
net project costs, as explained previously. Under this
formula, 2/3 of the cost of this improvement or $592,000
would be provided for by Federal assistance, with the re-
maining 1/3, or $296,000 being the local contribution for

this improvement. (One-half of this local cost will be
reimbursed through state urban renewal aid.)
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Elevated and Surface Improve-
ments to Northern Artery

Metropolitan District
Commission $2,335,500

United States Bureau of Public
Roads (with ABC Federal Aid
Program acting through the
Massachusetts Department of
Public Works) $2,335 ,500

TOTAL $4,671,000

A summary of the financial and administrative program in-

dicates the following sharing of costs of all the recom-
mended improvements

:

Local Agencies Responsibilities

Boston Redevelopment Authority $1,062,000

Massachusetts Department of
Public Works 4,565,500

Massachusetts Port Authority 2,437,000

Metropolitan District Commission 9,954,000

Metropolitan Transit Authority 7 ,292 ,000

Sub Total $25 ,320,500

Federal Agencies Participation

Housing and Home Finance Agency $16,707,000

Bureau of Public Roads $46,067 ,500

Sub Total $62 ,775 ,500

GRAND TOTAL $88,095,000
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SUMMARY OF ADMINISTRATIVE

AND FINANCIAL PROGRAM



PROJECT RESPONSIBLE
AGENCIES

COSTS

SUMMARY OF ADMINISTRATI

ULTIMATE SOURCE OF FUNDS

';]

MASS TRANSPORTATION (Metropolitan Transit Authority)

Rapid Transit Relocation $21,875 ,000

MTA

BRA-Charlestown

BRA-North Station

7 ,285 ,000 33% MTA
(21% City of Boston)

(12% other MTA communities)

8,300,000 37% HHFA-Federal Government

6,290,000 30% HHFA-Federal Government

INTERSTATE EXPRESSWAYS (Massachusetts Department of Public Works)

Inner Belt, Route 1-93

and ramp connections $45 , 655 ,000

DPW 4,565,500 10% Commonwealth of Massachusetts

USBPR

ARTERIAL HIGHWAYS
Rutherford Avenue

41,089,500 90% Federal Government

$ 2,298,000

BRA 2,298,000 33% City of Boston
67% Federal Government

Warren Avenue Dam

MDC

(cost not included)

100% Commonwealth of Massachusetts

City Square - Leverett Circle Bridge
$ 2,390,000

MDC

MPA

1,195,000 50% Commonwealth of Massachusetts

1,195,000 50% MPA Revenue Bonds

Chelsea Street-Water Street
$ 888,000

BRA 888,000 33% City of Boston

67% HHFA



,ND FINANCIAL PROGRAM

SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES (in 000 ' s)

IMMEDIATE INTERMEDIATE DEFERRED TOTAL

$21,875,000 $21,875,000

Governmental Action:
Approval by MTA bond issue by the General Court, Governor,

MTA Board of Trustees and MTA Advisory Board

Approval by Charlestown Renewal Project by the Boston
Redevelopment Authority and Boston City Council

Approval by the Housing and Home Finance Agency

$18,500,000 $27,155,000 $45,655,000

Governmental Action:
Approval by General Court, the communities effected

(veto power) , the Governor, and Massachusetts
Department of Public Works

Approval by the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads

$ 2,298,000 $ 2,298,000

Governmental Action

:

Approval by Charlestown Renewal Project by the Boston
Redevelopment Authority, City Council .

'
-

Approval by the Housing and Home Finance Agency

Governmental Action:
Approval by Metropolitan District Commission, General

Court and Governor

$ 2,390,000 $ 2,390,000

Governmental Action:
Approval by Metropolitan District Commission, General

Court and Governor
Approval by Massachusetts Port Authority

$ 888,000 $ 888,000

Governmental Action:
Approval by Charlestown Renewal Project by the Boston

Redevelopment Authority, and Boston City Council
Approval by the Housing and Home Finance Agency



continued

PROJECT RESPONSIBLE COSTS ULTIMATE SOURCE OF FUNDS
AGENCIES

Mystic River Bridge Ramps $ 1,242,000

MPA 1,242,000 100% MPA Revenue Bonds

Improvements Within North Station Area
(cost not included)

BRA-North Station Project 33% City of Boston

67% HHFA

Prison Point Bridge $ 3,791,000

MDC 3,791,000

Leverett Circle Improvement
$ 5,285,000

MDC 2,642,500 50% Commonwealth of Massachusetts

BPR 2,642,500 50% Federal Government

Elevated and Surface Improvements to Northern Artery
$ 4,671,000

MDC 2,335,500 50% Commonwealth of Massachusetts

BPR 2,335,500 50% Federal Government

TOTAL ALL
IMPROVEMENTS $88,095,000



continued

SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES (in 000 ' s)

IMMEDIATE INTERMEDIATE DEFERRED TOTAL

$ 1,242,000 $ 1,242,000

Governmental Action:
Approval by Massachusetts Port Authority

Governmental Action:
Approval by North Station Project by the Boston i

Redevelopment Authority and Boston City Council
Approval by the Housing and Home Finance Agency

$ 391,000 $ 3,400,000 $ 3,791,000

Governmental Action:
Approval of Metropolitan District Commission, General

Court, and Governor

Governmental Action:
Approval by Metropolitan District Commission, Department

of Public Works, General Court, Governor
Approval by Bureau of Public Roads

$ 5,285,000 $ 5,285,000

$ 4,671,000 $ 4,671,000

Governmental Action:
Approval by Metropolitan District Commission, Department

of Public Works, General Court, Governor
Approval by Bureau of Public Roads

$47,584,000 $30,555,000 $ 9,956,000 $88,095,000





APPENDIX I

LIST OF EXISTING BUS ROUTES
IN THE

NORTH TERMINAL AREA

Route No . Description

A. Lechmere Terminal

3250

4110-12

4145-44

4146-43

3447

3448

3449

Trackless trolley to Bennett Street
Station via Cambridge Avenue.

Trackless trolley to Arlington Center
via McGrath Highway, Med ford Street,
Broadway, Boston Avenue, High and Med-
ford Streets

.

Trackless trolley to Clarendon Hill via
McGrath Highway, Medford Street, High-
land Avenue, Holland and Broadway,

Trackless trolley to Clarendon Hill via
McGrath Highway, Somerville Avenue, Elm
Avenue, Holland and Broadway.

^' Sullivan Square Terminal

Bus to Davis Square, via Main Street,
Broadway, Pearl Street, McGrath High-
way, Medford Street, Highland Avenue
and Elm Street.

Bus to Central Square (Cambridge) , via
Main Street, Mystic Avenue, Broadway,
McGrath Highway, Medford Street, Wash-
ington Street, Webster Avenue, Spring-
field and Prospect Street.

Bus to Union Square (Somerville) , via
Main Street, Mystic Avenue, Broadway,
McGrath Highway, Medford Street and
Washington Street.



Route No. Description

4140-41 Trackless trolley to Clarendon Hill,
via Main Street and Broadway.

4142 Trackless trolley to Powderhouse Square,
via Main Street and Broadway.

4220-22-23 Bus to Salem Street Station, Medford
Square and Tufts Square via Main Street,
Mystic Avenue, Broadway, Main Street,
Riverside Avenue, River Street and Salem
Street

.

X X Trackless trolley to Arlington Center
via Broadway (Rush hour service Monday
to Friday) .

4227-28 Bus to Elm Street and Fellsway, via
Main Street, Mystic Avenue, Middlesex
Avenue and Fellsway.

4234 Bus to Davis Square, via Broadway, Pearl
Street, Medford, Broadway, Cedar Street
and Highland Avenue.

4248 Bus to West Medford, via Main Street,
Broadway, Mystic Avenue, Main Street,
High Street and Playstead Road

.

4259 Bus (Night) to Arlington Center via
Cambridge, Washington Street, McGrath
Highway, Medford, Highland Avenue, Col-
lege Av'enue, Boston Avenue, High Street,

and Medford Street.

4312 Bus to Haymarket Square, via Main Street,
Bunker Hill, Lowney Way, Common Street,
Henley Street, Charlestown River Bridge,
and Washington Street North.

4313 Bus to Ha market Square, via Main Street,

Charlestown River Bridge and Washington
Street North.



Route No. Description

4354 Bus to Linden, via Middlesex, Fellsway,
Highland Avenue, Pleasant, Salem and
Beach Streets.

C. City Square , Charlestown

4280-81-87 Bus to W-^odlawn and Lyon Square via
Mystic Avenue Bridge, Broadway, Wash-
ington Avenue, Sagamere Avenue, Garfield
Avenue, Woodlawn Avenue and Elm Street.

4284-85 Bus to Bellingham Square, via Chelsea
Street, Mystic River Bridge, Broadway,
Park Avenue, Broadway, Armory Avenue,
Washington Avenue.

4286 Bus to Chelsea and Medford Streets, via
Chelsea Street, Lowney Way, Bunker Hill,
Chelsea

.

4331 Bus to Maiden Square, via Mystic River
Bridge, Broadway, Everett Avenue, Chelsea
Street, Broadway and Ferry Street.

D. Through the Study Area

4319 Bus from Hayes Square to Haymarket
Square, via Bunker Hill, Lowney Way,
Common Street, Main, Charlestown River
Bridge and Washington Street North.
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APPENDIX V - 1

RAPID TRANSIT COST ESTIMATES
(Ha^m\arket Square to Mystic River)

Tunnel - Haymarket Square to Portal $ 4,500,000

Structure - Portal to City Square 1,700,000

City Square Station and Bus Terminal 2,650,000

Structure over Boston and Maine Tracks 900,000

Sullivan Square Station and Bus Terminal 1,700,000

Mystic River Crossing 600,000

Duct Lines and Cables ' 350,000

Track 1,350,000

Station and Tunnel Lighting 250,000

Fan Chamber Equipment 50,000

Escalators: Equipment and Power • 600,000

Power Supply and Distribution and Power
Catenary System 1,450,000

Signals and Communication Equipment 850,000

Reimburse M.T.A. for Services of Flagmen and
Watchmen 100,000

Demolition of Everett Mainline Elevated
Structure 300,000

Demolition of Lechmere Elevated Structure 150 , 000

Total for Construction $ 17,500,000

25% for Engineering and Contingencies 4,375, 000

TOTAL $ 21,875,000



APPENDIX V - 2

RAPID TRANSIT COST ESTIMATES

Estimated Costs of Replacement of Rapid Transit
Facilities within the confines of the Charlestown

Redevelopment Project Area.

Structure - Charles River to City Square $ 600,000

City Square Station and Bus Terminal 2,650,000

Structure over Boston and Maine Tracks 900,000

Sullivan Square Station and Bus Terminal 1,700,000

Mystic River Crossing 500,000

Track 1,100,000

Station Lighting 170,000

Escalators, Equipment and Power 300,000

Power Supply and Distribution and Power

Catenary System 1,100,000

Signals and Communication Equipment 750,000

Reimburse 0-M for Services of Flagmen and
Watchmen 10,000

Demolition of the Everett Mainline Structure 200 , 000

Total for Construction $ 9,960,000

25% for Engineering and Contingencies 2 , 490 ,000

TOTAL $ 12,450,000



APPENDIX V - 3

RAPID TRANSIT COST ESTIMATES

Estimated Costs of Replacement of Rapid Transit

Facilities within the confines of the Downtown

Charlestown Redevelopment Project Area.

Subway - Haymarket Square to Portal $ 4,500,000

Structure - Portal to Charles River
Crossing 1,100,000

Duct Lines and Cables 350,000

Track 350,000

Station and Tunnel Lighting 100,000

Escalator - Equipment and Power 300,000

Fan Chamber Equipment 50,000

Power Supply and Distribution 350,000

Signals and Communication Equipment 100,000

Demolition of Subway Ramp and 'El' Structure

in North Station Area 100,000

Demolition of Lechmere 'El' Structure 150,000

Reimburse M.T.A. for Services of Flagmen
and Watchmen ,

,

90,000

) Total $ 7,540,000

25% for Engineering and Contingencies 1 , 885 ,000

TOTAL $ 9,425,000





APPENDIX VI

A STATEMENT ON PARTICIPATION
OF THE CHARLESTOWN URBAN RENEWAL PROJECT

IN FINANCING TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS.

The Charlestown Urban Renewal Project Area includes a cen-
tral core of residential uses surrounded by a periphery
of industrial and transfer activities utilizing water-rail-
highway facilities. The location of this project area is

highly strategic in the regional transportation network
inasmuch as it falls entirely across heavy transportation
desire lines, and therefore demands careful consideration
with respect to transportation planning. The Charlestown
Project Area has experienced heavy blight from a number
of influences, some of which are obsolete structures, poor
land use arrangement, and traffic congestion resulting from
the previously mentioned transportation flow. The creation
of a sound urban renewal plan designed to eliminate these
blighting influences depends very heavily upon an orderly
solution of the traffic congestion created by Charlestown '

s

unique geographical position. At present, large volumes
of traffic use residential streets making them hazards
for both the adult and child population in this area. In

addition, the urban renewal plan would increase industrial
uses in certain areas, and thereby increase corollary in-
dustrial traffic.

It is a major goal of the urban renewal plan in Charles-
town to eliminate the heavy traffic flow now using the
majority of the local streets in residential areas, and
funnel this traffic into streets of heavier capacity with-
in the project area. This plan will require major improve-
ments to these streets designed to carry the heavier vol-
umes of traffic. However, in view of the present situation
which has resulted in a seriously congested traffic condi-
tion, these improvements are an essential part of the urban
renewal program and are necessary if the amenities of resi-
dential living are to be regained in this area of the City
of Boston. The funneling of this heavier traffic to the
outside of the residential core will permit a desired ex-



tention of the area devoted to residential land uses.
The result will be a duel system of transportation facili-
ties with the heavier capacity streets following lines on
the outer part of the project area, i.e., bypassing the
residential core and serving the needs of existing and
proposed industrial uses on the periphery of the project
area. This has the added advantage of removing the traffic
which was previously forced to use internal local streets
to pass through Charlestown. Having directed the heavier
traffic away from the internal local streets in the resi-
dential areas, these streets, with such redesigning as the
urban renewal plan may propose, will again be adequate and

sage to serve the residential area.

Several improvements to existing streets as well as re-
moval of the elevated structures proposed by this urban
renewal plan will accomplish the aims discussed above. It

is apparent^ that these highly important improvements are
essential to the successful accomplishment of the urban
renewal objectives of the Charlestown Urban Renewal Pro-
ject. Therefore, since they directly serve project needs
they will be included as part of the gross project costs
at their full cost. While these improvements could be
made internally, or at a more internal location, this would
not in any sense accomplish the aims of urban renewal
in Charlestown to the extent that the proposed locations
do. Since these are major re-constructions, their loca-
tion is a planned location stemming from the many linkages
created in the planning of the Charlestown Project. There
are several other alternatives none being as acceptable,
however. To point them up will indicate that they have
been considered and rejected. For example, a number of
streets of lesser capacity built through the residential
area could carry these traffic volumes but it is apparent
that while the objectives of traffic flow might be served,
the urban renewal objective of restoring the residential
core of Charlestown most certainly would not.
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